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1. 
Mobilities of in helium buffer gas have been 
determined using a drift tube mass ter. The ions 
are formed by dissoci charge trans from electron 
+ t generated He to traces of compounds (<0.2%) added 
to helium buffer. The electric ld strength to 
number density ratio (E/N) was varied from 10-140Xl0-21vm2 . 
The design, construction and operation of the instrument is 
described in detail. 
An important feature of the instrument constructed for 
s project is the li to vary drift distance from 
l-10 em by continuous movement of ion source. This 
feature enables rnobili s to be rmined for ions formed 
by one or more reactions along ft tube 'provided the 
reactions are large completed during early period of 
ion transit. Mobili s are derived from the slope of a 
plot of arrival time of maximum signal t drift 
distance. A mathematical analysis of this procedure is 
presented for various reaction schemes andused to determine 
optimum operating conditions and estimate systematic errors. 
Alternatively, the mobility may be determined iteratively 
by comparison of the experimental arrival time distributions 
with those calculated using an appropriate model. The total 
uncertainty in mobi obtained by r technique ~s 
estimated not to 5% and reproducibility between 
individual measurements is found to tter than 3%. 
A series of ions containing -CN group has been 
studied. Mobili are presented 
2 • 
dicyanogen, methyl cyanide and methyl isocyanide. Momentum 
transfer collision integrals, ~ (l,l), have been calculated 
as a function of effective temperature in accordance with 
the two-temperature theory of Viehland and Mason. 
The mobilities of several selected organic ions formed 
from different precursor neutrals have been determined. The 
+ c3H6 ion produced from either cyclopropane or propene was 
found to exhibit the same mobility regardless of the 
precursor neutral molecule. This was also found for the 
c3H3+ ions and in both cases is believed to signify 
structural equivalence. Ions of empirical formula c2H40+ 
formed from ethanol and ethylene oxide were found to exhibit 
different mobilities and c 2H5o+ ions from ethanol and 
dimethyl ether could be similarly distinguished. The 
different mobilities reflect structural differences and 
the use of mobility measurements as a technique for 
discrimination of isomeric ion structures is discussed. 
3. 
CHAPTER l 
INTRODUCTION 
The behaviour of ions in gases is an area of 
continually widening interest. Models of upper atmosphere 
chemistry, lasers, gaseous electronics and interstellar 
chemistry all require quantitative information concerning 
the properties of ion~neutral interactions. In many cases, 
a knowledge of the variation of these properties with 
energy or temperature is desirable. Below about 900K 
experimental methods such as mass spectrometry, ion cyclotron 
resonance and flowing afterglow can provide the necessary 
data. At very high temperatures, normally at least l0 4K, 
these data can be calculated from the results of ion-neutral 
beam experiments. The energy gap remaining, between 900 
and 10 4K, can normally only be covered by means of drift 
tubes. Over the past fifteen years numerous theoretical 
and experimental advances have greatly increased the 
versatility and accuracy of drift tube measurements. 
The work described in this thesis is primarily 
concerned with the measurement of drift velocities and hence 
mobilities of a range of ions in helium. Traditionally 
mobilities have been determined for the simplest possible 
systems, namely noble gas or alkali metal ions in noble gas 
buffers. An ion-neutral interaction potential can often be 
derived from the mobility data in these monoatomic systems 
and compared with the predictions of an appropriate theory. 
The recently formulated two temperature theory of 
Viehland and Mason(l) quantitatively describes the equivalence 
4 . 
of the effects of temperature and electric field strength. 
Experimentally, this means that variation of the electric 
field strength (or more correctly E/N) which is easily 
performed over wide ranges can provide the same information 
as variation of temperature. Knowledge of the mobilities 
of the ions is essential for i~plementation of this theory. 
For example, in order to study an ion-neutral reaction at 
a given effective temperature the drift velocity of the ion 
is required so that the correct electric field can be 
established. 
The ions studied in this work are formed as primary or 
secondary reaction products of charge transfer from He+ 
ions. Previously, mobilities of ions formed by reaction in 
drift tubes have been determined by comparison of experimental 
and calculated ion arrival time distributions( 2 ) with the 
mobility being treated a$ a variable parameter. Analytic 
expressions are only available for ions formed from direct 
reaction of primary ions( 2 ,J) so this technique would be 
difficult to modify for ions formed by subsequent reaction. 
For accurate results the experimental arrival time spectra 
should closely resemble the expected model spectra; 
impurities and other experimental anomalies mean that 
this cannot always be guaranteed. Consequently, most of 
the data available for ions of chemical interest formed by 
reaction have been measured using the flow-drift technique. (4 ) 
The versatility of the method is of t only by the 
complexity and expense of the equipment required for its 
implementation and the constraints imposed by a limited 
range of single component buffer gases. 
The present work makes use of a drift tube mass 
5. 
spectrometer with a movable ion source. The advantages of 
a movable ion source in eliminating anomalous end effects 
. b . 1 (5,6) have been well establ1shed y McDan1e . This thesis 
describes the use of the instrument for the determination 
of mobili s from plots of the maximum signal intensity 
of ion arrival time distributions against drift distance. 
variation of the drift distance permits effects due to 
finite reaction time to be effectively eliminated. This 
enables drift velocities to be measured for a wide range 
of ions formed by varying stages of reaction on a fairly 
routine basis. Knowledge of diffusion and rate coefficients 
is not necessary and data need only be collected over the 
range of highest signal intensity. 
Compounds containing the -CN group were chosen for 
these studies because of their role in extraterrestrial 
systems. The CN radical and HCN have been detected in 
interstellar space and in comets and HCN has recently 
been identified in the atmosphere of Titan.(?) More 
complex molecules including HCxN, where x=3,5,7 and 9, 
CH 3CN, NH 2CN and CH 2CHCN have also been observed(S) and 
the mechanism for their production is of considerable 
interest. The importance of ion-molecule reactions in the 
synthesis of these interstellar polyatomic molecules has 
been demonstrated and the observed abundances of several 
molecules successfully modelled. (g,lO) 
Much attention has been focussed in recent years on 
structure elucidation of isomeric ions. Mass filters are 
of course blind to structural differences and techniques 
such as collision induced dissociation, (ll) appearance 
potential measurements(l2 ) or analysis of the thermodynamics 
6. 
of ion-molecule reactions are required to differentiate 
between isomeric structures. The application of mobility 
measurements to this problem could usefully supplement 
these techniques; particularly for analysis of ions 
formed in a flow tube experiment. Accordingly, the 
feasibility of this technique has been investigated using 
a variety of organic ions derived from isomeric precursors. 
In keeping with modern practice, SI units are used 
as widely as possible throughout this thesis. However, 
units conventionally used by other workers in the field 
are retained here to ease comprehension and to facilitate 
the direct comparison of data. A table defining all non-SI 
units used is given in Appendix A. 
7. 
CHAPTER 2 
DEFINITIONS AND THEORY 
(i) Mobility 
An electric field (E) acting on a swarm of ions in a 
neutral buffer gas will cause them to acquire an average 
drift velocity (vd) in the direction of the field. The 
constant of proportionality between these two quantities 
is the mobility K, i.e. 
'!d = K~ -(2.1) 
The characteristic drift velocity vd is attained when 
the momentum gained from the electric field equals that lost 
by collision with the neutral gas molecules. The mobility 
is therefore a joint property of the ions and the gas through 
which they drift. For tabulation(l 3 ,l4 ) and comparison of 
data the mobility K is generally converted to a reduced 
mobility (K0 ) defined by 
K = K·~. 273.16 
o 760 T 
NK 
No 
where P is the neutral gas pressure in 1brr and T the 
-(2.2) 
temperature in Kelvin. N
0 
is the standard gas number density 
of 2.6872xlo 19 molec. cm- 3 The units most commonly and 
conveniently used for ion mobilities are cm2v-ls-l 
(l0- 4m2v-ls-1 ). 
(ii) The parameter E/N 
The variable which determines the amount of energy the 
ions can acquire from the field is the ratio of electric 
8. 
field strength to gas number density, E/N. It can be 
rigorously shown(S) that the reduced mobility (K0 ) is a 
function only of E/N and temper~ture for a given ion-neutral 
system. It is customary to denote the units of E/N by the 
Townsend(lS) (Td) where lTd= lo-21vm2 • 
When the energy acquired from the field is small 
compared to the thermal energy ~N< 5Td) the field is 
descibed as "low". This criterion is reversed for a "high" 
field. When the thermal and field energies are of 
comparable magnitude the system is described in terms of 
an "intermediate" or "medium•• field. Different theoretical 
treatments and assumptions may be appropriate to each of 
these ranges of field strength. (S} 
In the limit of low E/N (and low temperature) the 
reduced mobility reaches a constant value. Extrapolation 
of mobility measurements at low E/N gives the zero field 
reduced mobility K0 (0). Where a single figure is quoted 
for the mobility of a certain ion in a given buffer gas 
this will generally refer to K (0). 
0 
(iii) Diffusion Coefficients 
A localised collection of ions in a neutral buffer gas 
will become dispersed by diffusion. The diffusive flow will 
be proportional to, but in opposite direction to, the 
concentration gradient of the ions as described by Fick's 
Law of diffusion: 
J = -DVn 
-{2.3) 
Here ~ is the ionic flux density (the number of ions flowing 
in unit time through unit area normal to the direction of 
flow) , n is the number den ty of the ions and D is the 
9. 
· · ff · · t · th un1' ts cm2s-l d1ffus1on coe 1c1en Wl 
In the presence of an electric field this diffusion 
will be superimposed on the drifting motion of the ions. 
Since the ions now diffuse as the result of both random 
thermal motion and motion induced by the field, the diffusion 
becomes anisotropic. The longitudinal diffusion coefficient, 
DL' describes the rate of diffusion parallel to the 
electric field and the transverse diffusion coefficient 
characterizes diffusion in directions perpendicular to the 
field. In the limit of low E/N these diffusion coefficients 
become identical and are related to the mobility by the 
Einstein (or Nernst Townsend) equation(Sa): 
qD = k T 
K B -(2-4) 
where T is the gas temperature, q the ionic charge and ~ 
is the Boltzmann constant. Beyond the low field region the 
Einstein relationship is no longer valid and the diffusion 
coefficients increase rapidly. 
Diffusion coefficients vary inversely with the gas 
number density; for this reason data are conveniently 
presented as the product ON. (l),l4 ) 
(iv) Elementary Theories 
The most useful of the early theoretical treatments 
of gaseous ion transport is the free flight theory developed 
by Wannier. ( 16 ) This approach considers the acceleration 
of the ions by the field for a constant mean free flight 
time between collisions. The momentum loss on collision is 
determined by momentum and energy conservation principles 
and an approximate average over all collisions obtained. 
10. 
'l'his theory provides a number of reasonably accurate inter-
relationships. 
The "Wannier expression" gives the mean kinetic energy, 
of the ions in the laboratory frame of reference as Ek' 
they move through a single component neutral gas: 
-(2.5) 
Here T is the gas temperature, m and M are the ion and 
neutral masses, respectively, vd is the drift velocity and 
kB is Boltzmann's constant. Eq(2.5) gives the ion energy 
as the sum of the thermal energy, kinetic energy that the 
ions have due to motion in the direction of the field and 
energy that has also been acquired from the field but is 
exhibited as random motion due to ion-neutral collisions 
during transit. 
Interparticle interaction will depend only on the 
relative energy of the collision partners. It is therefore 
advantageous to use a centre-of-mass reference frame i.e. 
one where the centre-of-mass of the colliding particles is 
at rest. The Wannier expression reduces to 
in the centre-of-mass frame. Eq(2.6) suggests that any 
combination of T and E/N that leads to the same Erel should 
have the same coefficients. T~us in principle, temperature 
dependances may be evaluated by measuring these coefficients 
as a function of E/N. 
Extension of the free flight treatment to diffusion 
provides useful generalizations to the Einstein relation. (l6 ) 
Expressed in terms of drift velocities(Sb) the diffusion 
coefficients at field strength E are given by 
11. 
(M+3. 72m) Mvd 3 
DL(E) = D ( 0) + 
3 (M+l. 908m) qE 
-(2.7) 
(M+m)Mvd 3 
DT(E) = D ( 0) + 3 (M+l. 908m) qE 
-(2.8) 
where D(O) is the zero field value obeying the Einstein 
relation and all other variables are as defined previously. 
These expressions agree well with experimentally determined 
diffusion coefficients up to about 100 Td. (5 ) 
. (17) Another elementary approach 1s that of momentum transfer, 
many of the results being equivalent to those of free flight 
theory. This method, however, may be readily extended to 
. . ( 18 ) . . . th 1 . . t f 1 mult1component gas m1xtures g1v1ng 1n e 1m1 o ow 
E/N an expression for the mobility known as Blanc's Law: ( 5 ) 
1 
K-:-
mlX 
= -(2.9) 
where Xj = Nj/N is the mole fraction of neutral species j in 
the mixture. At high fields this expression is no longer 
valid. The determination of ion energy partitioning between 
drift and random field components is complex for a mixture 
and requires treatment with more sophisticated models. 
The main limitation of these elementary theories is 
the difficulty of extending them significantly or of 
t . 11 . . h . ( 19) systema 1ca y 1mprov1ng t e1r accuracy. 
A more general procedure to obtain T and E/N relationships 
for ion transport in gases is to solve the relevant Boltzmann 
equation by converting it into a set of moment equations of 
interest. The one-temperature theories derived by Kihara( 20) 
and Mason and Schamp( 2 l) with this method suffer from the 
limitation that they yield expressions for transport 
coefficients as power series in E/N which diverge at high 
field strengths. 
12. 
(v) Two-Temperature Theory 
The two-temperature theory of Viehland and Mason(l) 
overcomes problems of divergence at high field by the use 
of an effective ion temperature, Teff' which may be greater 
than the neutral gas temperature: 
-(2.10) 
Note that the right hand side of Eq(2.10) is the same as the 
wannier expression forE 1 (Eq 2.6) except for the correction re 
factor s. The mobility of a swarm of atomic ions moving 
through a single component atomic gas can be respresented 
at all temperatures and field strengths by 
-(2.11) 
where J.l is the ion-neutral reduced mass and ~ ( l,l) (T ) is 
eff 
the temperature dependant momentum transfer collision 
integral. The correction terms a and S are complicated 
functions of T, E/N, m, M and the ion-neutral interaction 
potential. Numerical calculations(l) have shown a and S to 
normally be substantially less than 0.1 and as a first 
approximation these may be set to zero. 
Neglecting a and S then, equation (2.11) shows that all 
of the influence of the ion-neutral interaction potential 
upon gaseous ion mobility arises through the momentum-transfer 
collision integral, ~(l,l). This is the first of a series 
of integrals that arise in kinetic-theory calculations: 
-(2.12) 
i.e. a normalised integration of the momentum transfer cross 
13. 
section Q(~) (E) over relative ion-neutral collision energy 
E. The . ( n <E> cross sect1.on Q · is given classically by 
[ 
l+(-1) ~]-l 00 Q(~) (E) = 2n l- 2 (l+.Q.) !0 (1-coso)bdb -(2.13) 
where o is the deflection angle in an ion-neutral collision 
of energy E and impact parameter b. The normalization 
factors of eq(2.12) and (2.13) are chosen so that all of the 
~(£,s) and Q(£) are equal to nd2 for the collision of rigid 
spheres of diameter d. The deflection angle 0 is calculated 
as a function of b and E and the ion-neutral interaction 
potential v(r): 
( 2b roo[ b2 - V(r)]-~ dr 0 b , E) = n- .to 1-r 2 E :r-1 -(2.14) 
where the distance of closest approach r 0 is the outermost 
root of 
V(ro) = 0 
E 
-{2.15) 
The application of these relationships as a direct link 
between the ion-neutral interaction potential and the mobility 
is discussed later. 
The analysis of molecular ion-neutral systems is 
complicated by the presence of inelastic collisions and 
anisotropic interaction potentials. The two-temperature 
theory requires consideration also of an internal ion 
temperature, Ti' that characterizes the energy held in the 
internal degrees of freedom. For molecular ion-neutral 
systems e.g. (2.10) can be generalized as< 22 ) 
~ T~ (1+~-) = _23kBT + _21Mvd2 2 B eff m -(2.16) 
where the quantity t is a dimensionless ratio of the collision 
14. 
integral for inelastic energy loss to that for momentum 
transfer. The factor M~/m may be most readily neglected 
for cases of heavy ions in a light buffer gas or molecular 
ions moving through an atomic buffer gas. 
The internal ion temperature Ti is that which results 
when the average ion internal energy before and after 
collision is the same. This average energy will depend on 
the relative cross sections for inelastic and elastic 
collisions. In the special case of molecular ions in an 
atomic neutral gas the internal temperature Ti equals the 
effective kinetic temperature T~e This may be rationalized 
as follows. (l 9 ) The source of the internal energy is 
collision due to the translational motion of the ions. 
Energy is lost from both the internal and translational 
degrees of freedom of the ions only through the translational 
motion of the neutrals. Since ·both forms of energy have 
the same loss mechanism and the translational energy of the 
ion provides the internal energy, in the steady state Ti must 
equal T~eff. For a mixture of buffer gases no simple 
relationship for Ti can be obtained even when all neutrals 
are atomic. In this case it is difficult to tell how on 
average the energy loss upon collision will be partitioned 
between internal and translational modes since each neutral 
species has a different effective kinetic temperature. 
From eqs(2.10) and (2.16) it is clear the two 
temperature theory predicts the same interpretation of the 
effects of temperature and E/N as mentioned earlier for 
the free flight theory, namely any combination of E/N and T 
with the same Teff gives equivalent behaviour. With the 
two-temperature theory similar predictions can be made for 
15. 
reaction rate coefficients. 
For reaction of an atomic ion swarm drifting through 
a buffer gas of mass Mh containing a small proportion of 
reactive neutral atoms of mass MR the rate coefficient, k, 
by ( 2 3) ·. is given 
1 ( 8 ) :!:2 ()() -E: . k = r.:-;:;:;- k T J exp (-k T ) Q* (E) EdE 
KB T R n JJ R B R 0 B R 
-(2.17) 
where Q*(E) is the energy dependant cross-section for the 
reaction, JJR is the ion-reactive atom reduced mass and TR is 
the effective reaction temperature given by: 
-(2.18) 
which is the mean kinetic energy in the centre-of-mass frame 
of the ion and reactant neutral. As was the case for 
mobilities,eqs.(2.17) and (2.18) predict that the rate 
coefficients will be the same for any combination of T and 
E/N that give the same TR. Thus high temperature reaction 
rates may be derived from measurements of k at room 
temperature using high fields. 
With molecular systems( 22 ) a generalization of eq.(2.17) 
gives an expression which equates the experimental rate 
coefficient, measured as a function of E/N and T, to an 
equivalent thermal rate coefficient that depends on T, T., 
l 
and the reactive translational temperature TR. For the 
special case of molecular ions in an atomic buffer Ti will 
be equal to the effective translational temperature in the 
centre-of-mass frame of the ion and buffer eq. (2 .16) . 
Comparison of eqs.(2.16) (with ~:::::0) and eq.(2.18) gives 
16. 
( '1' . -'1') 
l 
-(2.19) 
(TR-T) 
Thus, relative effects of internal and translational energies 
on reaction rates may be found by comparing measurements in 
two or more buffer gases. This result has been found to be 
consistent with experimental work. (24 ) 
The two-temperat~re theory does not provide results 
for gaseous ion diffusion anywhere near as satisfactory as 
those for mobility and reaction rate coefficients. This is 
particularly true when the ion neutral mass ratio is greater 
than one; the results being essentially useless for m/M 
greater than about four. (l) More refined generalizations 
of the Einstein relation have been derived( 25 , 26 ) than 
those of Wannier (eqs 2.7 and 2.8). These incorporate terms 
involving ratios of collision integrals and mass dependant 
parameters, however, so these expressions are not as readily 
applicable. 
(vi) Three-Temperature Theory 
The problems with diffusion in the two-temperature 
theory probably arise from the use of a single temperature 
to characterise the anisotropic velocity distribution of 
the ions. The three-temperature kinetic theory( 27 ) is 
based on the use of two ion temperatures; one parallel and 
the other perpendicular to the field in addition to the 
neutral gas temperature. For cases involving both atomic 
ions and neutrals the forth term approximation of this 
theory provides values for mobilities and diffusion 
coefficients that are of comparable accuracy to experimental 
17. 
(27,28) data. 'l'lte physical interpretation of equations 
from this theory is, however, more dif cult than with 
. h . ( 19) 
s1mpler t eor1es. 
(vii) Monte Carlo Treatments 
A computer simulation may be made of the fate of a 
single ion undergoing a very large number of collisions while 
drifting through a neutral buffer. The time intervals 
between collisions and velocity changes during collisions 
are chosen randomly from an appropriate distribution (hence 
the "Monte Carlo" label). The time averaged behaviour 
the ion is taken to be representative of the ensemble averaged 
behaviour of the many ions in a real system. 
Such simulations require large amounts of computer 
time but have become practipable due to improvements in 
hardware and software. (lg) Monte Carlo studies have been 
implemented to verify the accuracy of equations derived by 
kinetic theories and to test and improve the accuracy of 
ion-neutral interaction potentials. The main limitation 
of Monte Carlo treatments is that in order to determine 
the effect of a change in any parameter a new calculation 
from the start is required. 
(viii) Determination of Interaction Potentials 
A direct link between mobility and interaction 
potential is provided, in principle at least, by eqs 2.11-2.15. 
The actual integrations are quite difficult to perform due to 
singularities and other irregularities in the integrands. 
However, tables of transport collision integrals are available 
18 . 
. 1 ( 29 ) d 'b db for (n,6,4) potent1a s escrl e y 
V(r) -{2.20) 
The inverse forth power term accounts for the attraction 
between the charge on the ion and the dipole it induces in 
the polarizable neutral. This term dominates the mobility at 
low temperature and fields giving the "polarization limit" 
as Teff approaches zero. This limit, at standard gas density, 
is given by( 5 , 29 ) the Langevin expression: 
13.876 (m+M}~ 2 -1 -1 
mM em v s -(2.21) 
where a is the polarizability in l0- 30m3 (~3 ) and the masses 
are in amu. The inverse sixth power term accounts for the 
charge induced quadrupole attraction plus the London 
' dispersion energy. The term B/rn is an empirical representatio1 
of the short-range repulsion energy. This type of potential 
(eq2.20) cannot account for charge transfer between ion and 
neutral. 
In the general case inversion mobility data to yield 
a unique interaction potential ·is impossible. ( 29 ) Some 
assumptions must be made about the form of the potential, 
such as assuming an (n,6,4) model. A curve tting 
procedure may then be applied to determine the values of 
parameters such that optimal agreement is obtained between 
calculated and measured mobilities. 
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CHAPTER 3 
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
(i) Requirements and drift tube types 
Mobilities, diffusion coefficients and non-neutral 
reaction rates are studied as a function of E/N by means 
of devices known as drift tubes. The basic concept is very 
simple. A buffer gas at a pressure between about 0.01 and 
10 Tbrr is enclosed in a region permeated by an homogeneous 
axial electric field. Some ty~e of ion source is placed 
at one end with provision for pulsing the ion beam produced 
therein. At the opposite end is stationed some form of 
detector. To measure the range of transit times of the ions 
(arrival time distribution) the detector must be sensitive 
to the ions only for a short period a variable time after 
the ion source pulse. Although useful data(S) have been 
obtained with early instruments of this simplicity, a number 
of refinements enable more accurate data to be obtained 
and a much wider range of systems to be studied. 
A mass spectrometer to identify the ions is essential 
where reaction of ions with the buffer gas or traces of 
reactant gas added to the buffer gas is important. This 
is almost always the case; even in a simple system like He+ 
+ ions drifting in helium reaction occurs to produce He 2 , let 
alone the possibility of reaction with unknown impurities. 
Drift tube mass spectrometers utilize a wide variety 
of techniques to produce the de red ions. A trace of the 
gas from which the ion may be formed can be added to the 
buffer gas. Ions of the buffer gas formed by electron impact 
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or electrical discharge react with the trace component to 
form the desired secondary ions. This is the method used 
in the work described here. An important feature of the 
present instrument is that the ion source can be moved, 
thereby varying the drift distance. As discussed by 
McDaniel(Sc, 6 ) and will be explained later the ability to 
vary the drift distance of the ions is essential if the 
perturbations due to the spread of formation times of the 
ions by reaction are to be adequately accounted for. 
Alternatively the ion source may be separate from the 
drift tube. A different gas to the drift tube buffer may 
then be pres~nt in the ionization region. The ions are 
then injected into the drift tube through a small orifice. 
A quadrupole mass analyser located between the ion source 
and drift tube allows selection of the ions to be injected. 
With this injected ion type drift tube(JO) the ions must be 
injected against a considerable pressure gradient since the 
-5 
mass analyser must operate at <lXlO Torr. This requires 
high fields and problems may then arise with subsequent 
"thermalization" of the ions to the drift tube field. 
A flow-drift tube( 4 ) employs a flowing afterglow 
apparatus to produce ions. Here primary ions are formed by 
electron impact of a fast flowing carrier gas. Secondary 
ions are then produced by reaction with other species added 
downstream from the carrier gas inlet but upstream from the 
drift tube. This apparatus is particularly useful for the 
determination of ion-neutral reaction rate coefficients. 
With a selected ion flow-drift tube (SIFT-drift) (Jl) the 
primary ions are first mass selected and then injected into 
the carrier gas stream which is admitted to the tube via a 
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venturi inlet. The single ion selected may then further 
react with other gases downstream as with the conventional 
flow-drift. This most versatile instrument allows an 
almost unlimited range of systems to be studied. 
(ii) Description of Vacuum System 
The drift tube mass spectrometer used for the work 
described in this thesis is depicted schematically in fig.3.l. 
All materials used in this apparatus are ultra-high vacuum (UHV) 
compatible and tolerant of moderately high temperatures; the 
drift tube component being routinely baked to 200°C to 
facilitate degassing. 
The vacuum chambers are both 15 em Varian stainless. 
steel crosses (four terminations) sealed by means of 
"Conflat" flanges and copper gaskets. The drift tube and mass 
spectrometer chambers are partitioned by a gold plated 
stainless steel skimmer with a 2 mm diameter orifice located 
about 10 mm from the end of the drift tube. The skimmer is 
insulated from its support by a Viton 0-ring. This enables 
the use of an appropriate electrical bias to focus ions 
into the mass spectrometer chamber. 
Both chambers are pumped by 2000 ls-l (for helium) 
Varian 183-VHS-4 10 em diffusion pumps, using DC705 silicone 
oil, fitted with liquid nitrogen traps (cryoba les). The 
vacuum chambers may be sealed off from the diffusion pumps 
by means of Temescal hand operated straight through gate 
valves. The mass spectrometer chamber backing pump is an 
. -1 Edwards EDM20 direct drive two stage unit rated at 300 lmln ; 
the drift tube chamber is backed by a two stage belt driven 
Ulvac rotary pump rated at 350 tmin- 1 . The chamber pressures 
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are measured with ionization gauges. Pressures in the low 
10- 7 Torr range are readily attained in both chambers with 
no gas in the drift tdbe. For a drift tube pressure of 
1 Torr helium the drift tube and mass spectrometer chambers 
-5 -7 
operate at 5Xl0 Torr and 4Xl0 Torr respectively. The 
diffusion pumps are protected by an interlock system whereby 
inadequate water cooling, excessive foreline pressure 
(determined from thermocouple gauges) or full scale 
deflection of the ion gauge meter constitutes vacuum failure 
with the subsequent shutdown of the system. Very high 
foreline pressure also results in shut down of the 
mechanical pumps, this facility also ensures that the whole 
system remains inactive after a power failure. 
(iii) Mass Spectrometer 
The mass filter is an Extranuclear model 4-270-9 ELFS 
quadrupole with a mass range of 1-800 amu. The quadrupole 
is controlled by an Extranuclear 011-15 power supply unit 
with 1.25 MHz High-Q head. Ions are focussed into the 
quadrupole with the aid of a three element Einzel lens 
mounted on the end of the grounded case surrounding the 
quadrupole rods. The quadrupole mass spectrometer allows 
easy conversion from positive to negative ion mode. A 
chosen mass range may be scanned in 50 ms or less to produce 
a mass spectrum on an oscilloscope. 
The Extranuclear ion detection facilities are shown 
diagrammatically in fig.3.2. A channeltron electron 
multiplier type 4816 (Galileo optics) is mounted in an off 
axis enclosure (051-72) on a 250 mm OD Conflat flange fitted 
with a triaxial signal connector (062-2). The multiplier is 
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Figure 3.2 Schematic of positive and negative ion detection system 
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offset to avoid spurious signals due to photons and neutml 
particles emanating from the ion source and drift tube. 
For positive ion detection a negative voltage in the 
range 2-2.5 kV is placed across the multiplier and the 
positive high voltage is set to zero. This large negative 
potential attracts positive ions into the multiplier and 
also propels the secondary electrons generated into the 
multiplier tube with sufficient energy to initiate an 
electron avalanche resulting in a signal at the anode. The 
pulses due to individual ions may then be passed through a 
coupling capacitor (033-5) into a counting preamplifier 
(032-3). This shapes the ion pulses into standard 5V TTL 
pulses and also allows noise suppression by means of a level 
discriminator. These pulses may then be counted by a pulse 
counter, a computer or converted to an instantaneous analog 
signal by a ratemeter (275-K2). This analog signal is input 
to an electrometer unit (031-3) for a meter indication. 
The (031-3) electrometer unit also provides the high voltage 
supplies for the multiplier and power supplies for the 
intermediate units. Alternatively, the DC current due to 
the electron flux at the anode can be measured directly 
using a preamplifier (032-4) and fed to the 031-3 electrometer. 
Negative ion detection is more complicated. The 
front of the multiplier {cathode) must be positive relative 
to ground to attract negative ions and the anode of the 
multiplier must be positive relative to the cathode. A 
high positive voltage (3-3.5kV) is applied to the multiplier 
of which 2-2.5kV is dropped across the multipl.ier tube as 
for positive ion detection leaving a +lkV bias on the 
cathode. Ion signal collected at this high potential may 
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be input to the pulse counting circuitry as before; the 
coupling capacitor blocks the high DC voltage. A 032-4 
preamplifier also permits direct negative ion current 
measurement to give a ground referenced output signal by 
means of internal optocoupled circuitry. 
The Faraday plate surrounding the multiplier enclosure 
may be grounded or given a potential of ca. 70V of the same 
polarity as the ions to be detected to optimise the ion 
signal. In the case of negative ions this also serves to 
suppress undesirable background due to electrons which are 
almost invariably present. 
(iv) The Drift Tube 
A scale ~rawing of the drift tube is presented in 
figure 3.3. The drift tube was machined by the Physics and 
Engineering Laboratory of the DSIR, Petone. 
The support rod (A) for the ion source is threaded; 
rotation of a wheel on the end of a support assembly screws 
the ion source in or out. A calibrated scale allows 
positioning to an accuracy of better than 0.1 mm. A stainless 
steel bellows maintains the seal between atmosphere and the 
drift tube interior during motion of the ion source. Unbolting 
of flange (E) from the main flange enables the ion source to 
be removed leaving the remainder of the drift tube 
undisturbed. The seal between flange (E) and the main 
flange is maintained by a gasket of 1.0 mm diameter pure tin 
wire. Seals between support spigot (F) and the main flange 
and between spigot (F) and the drift tube envelope (C) are 
of 0.5 mm silver wire; these seals being more susceptible 
to heat during bakeout of the drift tube. Although silver 
Figure 3.3 Half size scale drawing drift tube 
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is harder and more difficult to join (in a circle) than 
gold which is customarily used for such seals it appears 
to be a satisfactory, more economical substitute. 
The outer envelope (C) encompasses a series of channels 
around its entire circumference allowing the circulation 
of fluids for temperature control. Two embedded 145W 
electrical cartridge heaters enable the drift tube to be 
baked to 200°C to outgas water vapour and other impurities. 
Sample admittance and pressure monitoring tubes also pass 
through the envelope and open into the drift tube behind 
the ring assembly at diametrically opposite points close to 
the middle drift ring. The drift tube pressure is measured 
using an MKS Baratron capacitance manometer (310BM-10) with 
a 10-Torr head. This unit has a rated accuracy of better 
than 0.1% and is factory calibrated against an MKS transfer 
standard calibrated with ,a CEC air deadweight tester. The 
pressure monitoring line provides a means of thoroughly 
evacuating the drift tube. The reference side of the 
Baratron is connected to the vacuum chamber just above the 
gate valve. A separate inlet channel is drilled through 
the support rod (A) allowing a sample to directly enter 
the movable ion source. This channel also provides a line-
of-sight path for alignment of the whole sistem through to 
the quadrupole using a neon laser. 
The ring assembly (B) is comprised of eleven 1 em gold 
plated stainless steel interlocking rings of 5 em internal 
diameter separated by precision ground glass ceramic 
insulators. The rings are interconnected by 1% tolerance 
100 k~ vacuum compatible bakeable resistors. The gold 
plated ion exit plate (D) is insulated from the drift tube 
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envelope (C) Gy a glass ceramic disc. The potential between 
the exit plate and final ring is half that between rings; 
this is maintained by two 100 kn resistors in parallel. 
The voltage drop (Vr) across the rings will be given by 
vr = 10.5 E -(3.1) 
where E is the electric field strength in V crn-l 
Recessed into the inner side of the exit plate is a 
1.5 ern diameter molybdenum disc of 0.025 em thickness through 
which a.conically shaped ion exit aperture of minimum 
diameter 0.025 em is drilled. The exit plate is also 
externally fitted with a grid of 90% transmission gold plated 
copper electroforrned mesh sandwiched between two stainless 
steel shims. A small bias on this grid of opposite polarity 
to the ions very effectively prevents passage of ions from 
the drift tube; by this means the ion gnal can be 
electronically gated. The tenth and eleventh rings from the 
ion source end are constructed such that a similar gate may 
be interposed across the drift space but to date no use has 
been made of this facility. 
Ions are formed in the movable ion source (fig.3.4) by 
impact of a beam of thermionically emitted electrons 
travelling perpendicular to the drift tube axis. The filament 
is spot welded onto m6lybdenum rods and housed in a stainless 
steel shield which is separated from the collision chamber 
by a grid and a mica heat shield. An appropriate bias on 
the grid enables it to be used as a control gate for the 
electron beam. The only filament material that proved 
satisfactory for use with cyanocornpounds was 0.013 em 
diameter dium wire coated with barium zirconate( 3 Z) although 
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for other samples coated platinum ribbon was found to 
afford high electron emission currents. Insulation of the 
source from the support rod (A) is provided by a glass 
ceramic spacer. The ion source is equipped with an electron 
trap for monitoring the electron current traversing the 
collision chamber and a two element lens system for extracting 
the ions, which can also be used as an ion gate. The entire 
ion source is enclosed in a stainless steel sleeve which is 
set to a potential (Vt) which tracks its positions in the 
drift tube i.e. 
V = Ed t -(3.2) 
where d is the distance sleeve-exit plate 1n ern and E the 
. -1 
electric field strength 1n Vern . 
The gas temperature in the drift tube is monitored by 
an iron-constantin thermocouple attached to the ninth ring 
(from the bellows end), a freestanding thermocouple in the 
space before the ring assembly and a third on the drift tube 
envelope. These thermocouples generally agree to within 
l-2°C; this is certainly the case for temperatures close to 
room temperature. With the filament in operation a 
0 temperature rise of about 2 C occurs when the ion source is 
positioned near the ring with a thermocouple attached 
although this rise rapidly reverses after repositioning 
of the source. The overall temperature is kept constant 
at ca.20°C by circulating water through the envelope and. 
operating the source with the filament current as low as 
practicable. 
The arrangement and referencing of the power supplies 
for the drift tube is shown in fig.3.4 for positive ions. 
For negative ions all voltages are reversed except those 
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involved in the operation of the electron gun. Typical 
voltages only are given; in many experiments the actual 
voltages may differ considerably from those shown in fig.3.4. 
The two principal voltage reference points are the ion 
exit plate and ion source cage. The former is held at 5-lOV 
above ground. The ion lenses and skimmer referenced to the 
exit plate are then optimised for maximum ion signal. The 
voltage between the exit plate and ion source cage is the 
tracking voltage defined earlier plus an additional 10-lSV 
across the ion source optics. The extractor and ion lens are 
then optimised for maximum signal; generally it is found 
potentials that result in a fairly uniform field along the 
ion source axis are best. The portion of the ion source 
sleeve normal to the drift tube field can be removed to 
release a higher flux of ions (dotted lines in fig.3.4). 
With this arrangement, the outer ion lens is held at the 
same potential as the remainder of the sleeve and the 
distance used to calculate the tracking voltage is taken as 
that between this lens element and the exit plate. 
An electron energy of ca.90V proved most satisfactory; 
higher voltages increased the emission only marginally but 
resulted in a tendency to produce electrical breakdown or 
discharge of the sample undergoing ionization. Shield 
voltages slightly with respect to the filament 
resulted in optimal emission (and trap current); this 
presumably being due to a reduction in space charge around 
the filament. The referencing and operation of the pulsed 
gate is described later. 
Voltages were measured with a Keithley 170B 3~ digit 
multimeter (rated accuracy 0.1% or l digit) or with a Datel 
4~ digit panel meter. Both of these were calibrated 
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against a standard cell or by comparison with a Fluke 895A 
DC differential voltmeter. All voltages were'supplied by 
electronically regulated power supplies with a ripple of 
less than 1 mV and a drift of not more than 5 mV per hour. 
(v) Computer Interface 
Data collection with the drift tube mass spectrometer 
is facilitated by interfacing to an Ohio Scientific ClP 
6502 CPU based microcomputer, incorporating the factory 610 
expander board, 32K of RAM and a single disk drive with 
OS65D V3.2 disk operating system. The basic unit has been 
modified using a Cegmon kit to provide a 48X32 character 
display and more comprehensive screen control and editing 
facilities. Features of the interface system relevant to 
drift tube experiments are shown in fig.3.5. 
There are six 6821 peripheral interface adaptors 
(PIAs) providing twelve 8-bit I/0 ports. Three of these are 
used to provide a 24-bit counter to register the ion pulses. 
Another half PIA provides two bits to reset and latch the 
counter and two bits to control a pulse generator described 
at length in the next chapter. A further two bits are 
combined with another half PIA to control a DAC1020 10-bit 
D/A converter for use as a mass programmer. The remaining 
two bits serve as control latches for an optocoupled 8-b~t 
DjA converter. The interface system also incorporates two 
ground referenced 8-bit D/A converters, one optocoupled and 
one ground referenced 8-bit A/D converter and an MM58167 
based real time clock interfaced via an additional PIA. 
Aside from dating experiments, this real time clock 
is used in conjunction with two additional control bits 
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supplied from PIA control registers to switch on mains 
powered devices via an optocoupled triac controller. This 
facility allows replenishment of liquid nitrogen supply to 
diffusion pump cold traps overnight and the shutdown of 
bakeout heaters to allow adequate time to recover to ambient 
temperature by early morning. 
The linearity of the DAel020 (rated at 0.05%) proved 
adequate to locate the mass peak maximum precisely with 
the resolution set to a more discriminating level than that 
required to separate individual peaks. The voltage output 
is converted into the 0-1 rnA current required by the Extra-
nuclear quadrupole control by a resistor with a 10-turn 
trimpot in series for very fine calibration. Three ranges 
may be used: a 0-200 range using the eight most significant 
bits, a 0-500 range employing the nine most significant 
bits and a 0-800 rang~ with all ten bits specified. 
(vi) Gas Handling System 
A schematic diagram of the gas handling line used to 
transfer, purify and mix gases is given in fig.3.6. The 
section of the line shown as double walled is constructed 
from 28 rnm OD glass tubing; the remainder is fabricated 
from 12 rnrn OD glass tubing. The line is evacuated by a 
Welch model 1402 two stage rotary pump (300 ~min- 1 ) aided 
by a eve 2.5 em water cooled oil diffusion pump. Liquid 
nitrogen traps prevent backstreaming of oil and assist 
removal of condensables. The ultimate pressure as measured 
using an ionization gauge attached to the main vacuum 
manifold is ca. lXl0- 5 Torr. For routine applications such 
as the evacuation bulbs and lengths of tubing connecting 
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gas cylinders to the system etc., an adequate vacuum is 
considered to be established when a thermocouple gauge also 
fitted to the main manifold returns to a zero reading 
(<lXl0- 3 Torr). 
The attached cold trap equipped bulbs and their 
respective connecting lines may be divided into two 
independant sections if desired. Each side has separate 
pumping lines, attachment points for additional bulbs or 
cylinders and a line leading to an MKS Baratron capacitance 
manometer for pressure measurement. This Baratron (type 
221AH-A-1000) has a total pressure range of 1000 mbar and 
a useful resolution of ca. 0.01 mbar. One side of the 
system has a receptac to which vials of liquid may be 
fitted so that the vapour can be obtained. A detachable 
cold trap forms part of the other side. This may be fitted 
with phosphorous pentoxide for drying or used for trap to 
trap distillations. 
Gas mixtures are prepared as follows: the trace gas 
is first added to an evacuated bulb to the desired pressure 
(0.4-2 mbar). The bulb is then sealed and the remaining 
trace gas in the line is frozen back into a storage bulb or 
pumped away. Helium (or other buffer gas) from a cylinder 
is then admitted to the line to a pressure of several 
hundred millibars. The tap to the bulb containing the trace 
gas is then opened very slightly so that the helium will flow 
in but the trace gas is unable to diffuse out. As the 
helium in the line is consumed it is replenished from the 
cylinder. This procedure is repeated until there is no 
further flow of gas into the mixture bulb and the total 
pressure is 1000 mbar. The bulb is then sealed and the 
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helium remaining in the line pumped away. Mixtures are 
left to mix for a few hours before use to ensure homogeneity. 
Mass spectra were recorded to assess mixture purity. 
samples of gas mixtures are admitted to the drift tube 
via a Varian variable leak valve (951-5106). Throughout 
an experiment the leak valve must be progressively opened 
to compensate for the diminishing pressure of gas from the 
storage bulb. Small manual adjustments every few minutes 
readily enables the drift tube pressure to be maintained 
constant to within ± 0. 05%. 
(vii) Materials 
The helium gas used for the buffer in almost all 
experiments was commercial scientific grade with a purity of 
>99.995%. No impurities could be detected using the drift 
tube mass spectrometer that could have unambiguously originated 
from this helium. 
Hydrogen cyanide (HCN) was prepared by the reaction of 
concentrated sulphuric acid on sodium cyanide using a 
vacuum line. The crude product was dried over phosphorus 
pentoxide prior to repeated vacuum distillation. 
Dicyanogen (C2N2 ) was distilled from Matheson technical 
grade product. Cyanogen chloride (CNCl) was prepared by the 
reaction of chlorine gas on sodium cyanide. (33 ) 
I 1 
Methyl cyanide (CH 3CN) and ethylene oxide (CH 2cH 20) 
were vacuum distilled from BDH reagent grade and ethanol 
(c2H50H) from spectroscopic grade. Cyclopropane (CH2cH 2cH 2 ) 
was obtained from a cylinder of medical grade ·product. 
Propene (CH 3-CH=CH 2 ) was prepared by dehydration of 
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isopropanol with concentrated phosphoric acid at 260°C. 
Dimethyl ether (CH 3ocH 3 ) was synthesised by the reaction of 
concentrated sulphuric acid with methanol at 135°C. Methyl 
isocyanide (CH 3Nc) was prepared by the reaction of silver 
cyanide with methyl iodide. ( 34 ) No traces of isomeric 
cH 3CN were detected using infra-red spectroscopy. 
All compounds were purged of air using freeze-thaw 
cycles with liquid nitrogen. Traces of water detected mass 
spectrometrically were removed by condensation onto 
phosphorus pentoxide where possible. Since these compounds 
were only present as <.2% of the total mixture, the presence 
of small amounts of impurities would not be expected to be 
troublesome. This was indeed the case; the major problem 
of contamination being outgassing within the drift tube and 
outgassing and small leaks into the gas handling line. 
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CHAPTER 4 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
(i) Experimental Requirements 
All of the information required to evalua~e mobilities, 
diffusion coefficients and reaction rate coefficients can 
in principle be obtained by measurement of a spectrum of 
ion transit times or arrival time distribution (ATD) for 
the ion or ions involved. Two facilities must be available 
to determine an ATD; the production of bursts or pulses of 
ions and selective temporal sensitization of the detector 
with respect to the ion pulses. The pulsing techniques 
should eliminate at least 99% of the signal during the off 
period to prevent the appearance of an unacceptably large 
background. 
There are two methods of pulsing the ion beam with the 
present instrument; either the ion beam may be pulsed or 
the electron beam. There are also two methods of pulsing 
the detector on; the exit plate grid may be pulsed or the 
TTL signal pulses from the discriminator may be gated. 
The ion beam leaving the ion source may be controlled 
by use of the two lens elements located between the 
collision chamber (cage) and outer sleeve of the source. 
These lens elements are fitted with 90% transmission gold 
plated electroformed copper mesh to reduce peakthrough of 
extraneous potentials into the source. The effects 
produced by either of these grids independantly or of both 
at the same potential are very similar. For positive ions 
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maximum transmission occurs for voltages about two-thirds 
the cage-sleeve voltage. Setting the cage-lens voltage 
more negative than this then reduces the signal until ca. 
-30V when the signal begins to rise continuously. Minimum 
ion transmission occurs when the cage-lens voltage is ca. +5V. 
This minimum, however, is still 5-10% of the maximum signal 
so the degree of cutoff of this gating system.is inadequate. 
Penning ionization from metastable 23s He atoms which are 
unaffected by the grids may well contribute to this 
background (see later). Increasingly positive cage-lens 
voltages resulted in a corresponding increase in ion signal 
presumably due to transmission of electrons through the 
source and formation of ions in the drift tube. Many 
combinations of lens element potentials and biases were 
examined but none could be found that satisfactorily alleviated 
the above problems. With negative ions a continual 
background of electrons contaminated the ion signal which 
could not readily be suppressed. 
To circumvent such difficulties with the ion beam 
pulsing technique, a method of pulsing the electron beam 
was developed. Obviously, the thermal inertia of the filament 
makes switching this on and off impracticable on a microsecond 
.1 
time scale. A stainless steel plate with an aperture 
slightly smaller than that of the ion source cage was 
interposed between cage and filament. To block electrons 
this plate was held at a potential lOV more negative than 
the filament-cage voltage (eg -lOOV for -90V electron energy). 
Switching the plate to the cage potential by the application 
of a positive going pulse resulted in transmission of 
electrons. No leakage or background was ever apparent with 
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this configuration. 
A variable delay after the ion source pulseJthe grid 
on the exit plate is biased to transmit ions. In the off 
state this grid is he.ld at +15V above ground to block 
positive ion transmission. Since the exit plate is at a 
potential of +5 to lOV above ground the effective blocking 
bias is +10 to sv; the higher bias (lower ion energy) being 
necessary to completely blocJc ions drifting at high E/N 
(>100 Td). To transmit ions the exit grid is pulsed to 
ground potential. This also provides a small ion drawout 
voltage yielding a much larger ion signal than is obtained 
when the grid is simply pulsed to the exit plate potential. 
Alternatively, the exit plate grid is biased to transmit 
ions continuously and the TTL pulses (counts) from the 
discriminator are then fed to a two input AND gate. The 
second input of this AND gate is set high a variable time 
after the ion source pulse. Only in this condition can 
pulses be transmitted. Serious disadvantages of this 
technique are that the exit plate to detector time can only 
be found by extrapolation of a plot of total ion flight 
times for a range of drift distances and that the ion 
signal may undergo an unpredictable broadening effect 
during transit of the quadrupole and associated ion optics. 
Another drawback is the increased dead time between ion 
source pulses and the decrease in the accumulated ion signal 
resulting from the reduced repetition rate of the pulsing 
cycle. 
The criterion by which the various pulsing techniques 
were judged effective was that the ion signal should be 
linear with respect to the width of the pulse. Furthermore, 
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this l 
leakage. 
should pass through the origin, indicating no 
(ii) The program PULSE and associated circuitry 
The triggering and synchronization of the pulses and 
the collection of ion counts is controlled entirely by the 
computer using the program PULSE. The complete BASIC 
program and the 6502 assembler listing for the machine 
language subroutine are given in Appendix B. A documented 
source code listing useful for explaining the operation of 
the program given in fig.4.1. Three computer outputs 
are necessary, the l MHZ clock, a pulse to reset the system 
at the start of each cycle and trigger the first output 
pulse and a delayed pulse to enable the second output pulse. 
The first computer pulse is active when high but the 
second is normally held high and is active when low. These 
pulses correspond to bits 7 and 6 respectively of the PIA 
located at address $E30A ($=hexadecimal; the least 
significant bit of the PIA bit 0). The first part of 
the program (lines 50-70) initializes the cycle counter to 
zero. Next (lines 80-90) the ion counter is reset by 
setting bit 4 of the same PIA high. The PIA is then restored 
to the inactive condition (7lo, 6hi; lines 100-110) and 
this value remains in the accumulator. The X-register is 
next loaded with the value for the first pulse active only 
(7hi, 6hi; line 120). The y-register is similarly loaded 
with the value for the second pulse active only (7lo, 6lo; 
line 130). 
When first loaded from disk the object code (machine 
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ftit'J:::::tmt r:-ulme 
P Bit6~2nd Pulse 
iNo. of cwcles <16 bit) 
~Initialize cwcle count 
I...DA •t%01010000 ;Reset ion countCbit4 HI> 
STA P2fl 
LDA t%01000000 ~Both Pulses inactive 
STA P21:1 
LDX t%11000000 ;tst Pulse active <H!) 
LDY t%00000000 ~2nd Pulse active CLO) 
BlX P2D 'RESET swstem & start 1st 4017 
STA P2B 
NOP IPHA for ODD times 
; 
NOP 
HTY f'20 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
BTA P2B 
NOP 
; 
NOP 
• .JMP DL YEND 
NOP 
NOP 
~Enable 2nd 4017 for 10us 
;This section of code moved 
~bw BASIC callina Pro~ram 
IMaximum time tPOKEd in from 
; BAf.)J(; F"rOSI\CHJt) 
PHA ~NOP for ODD times 
PlA 
CLC 
LDA V 
ADC tl ~Increment no. of cwcles 
STA V 
t..DA Vt1 
ADC :1:0 
STA Vt1 
CMP ltFF ~Data POKEd here from BASIC 
BEO NEXT 
LDA t%01000000 ~Both OFF state 
. .IMF' PULSE 
LDA t%01100000 ~Latch ion count (bit5 HI> 
!:iTA P2£1 
I...I)A :1:$90 
STA F'2B 
RH~ 
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Documented 6502 assembly language listing for PULSE 
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language instructions} corresponding to the source code of 
fig.4.1 contains only 200 NOP (No Operation) instructions 
between lines 160-330. The opcodes (hexadecimal code values) 
corresponding to lines 200-240 are then POKEd into memory 
by the BASIC calling program at the location determined by 
the response to a "minimum time" input. The absolute 
minimum time is 6 ~s since 4 ~s is required for the 6502 
microprocessor to execute line 200 to start the second pulse 
and there must be at least one NOP instruction (2 ~s} . Each 
NOP instruction between lines 150 and 200 increases the 
time between pulses by 2 ~s. After the second pulse is 
disabled (line 240) another series of NOPs fills in time 
until a JMP instruction at line 290 enacts a jump to the 
cycle counting routine. This JMP instruction corresponds 
to the maximum time required between pulses and 
by the BASIC calling program. 
inserted 
Lines 360-420 add one to the 16-bit counter formed by 
V and V+l. The eight most significant bits (V+l) are then 
compared to a value POKEd from the BASIC program calculated 
from the response to a "sample time per point" request. 
If cycling is not completed the accumulator is restored 
to the both off value (line 450) and the pulsing repeated. 
When cycling is completed the ion counts are latched 
through to the counter PIAs and control returned to BASIC. 
The BASIC program then overwrites lines 200-240 with 
NOP instructions. At the next time interval specified in 
the BASIC program these lines are then POKEd back into the 
code e.g. two memory locations later (2NOPs) for a 4 ~s 
step. For odd times or 1 ~s steps the first NOP (line 160) 
is replaced by a PHA (PusH Accumulator) instruction which 
takes 3 ~s to be executed. The PHA at line 340 is then 
replaced with a NOP so that the PHA instruction is not 
executed twice and the total time of each cycle is the 
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same as for a cycle with an even number of microseconds 
between pulses. The effects of the PHA are reversed by the 
PLA (PulL Accumulator) instruction at line 350. This 
sequence of events is repeated until the maximum time between 
pulses is attained at which stage there are no NOP 
instructions between lines 240 and 290. The whole sequence 
from minimum to maximum time may be repeated for a 
preselected number of scans in order to obtain a more 
significant accumulation of ion counts. 
~he computer pulses are converted into the drift tube 
pulses used experimentally by the circuitry of fig.4.2. 
This circuitry controls the width and height of the pulses 
and provides isolation so that the pulses are floatable to 
any required reference voltage. 
The pulse widths are selected in 1 ~s steps by means 
of 4017 decade counters. These devices have ten outputs 
which sequentially go high in response to clock pulses at 
pin 14 provided the reset (pin 15) and enable (pin 13) are 
low. At the start of each cycle both 4017 counters are 
reset by bit 7 on the PIA going high. On the next clock 
pulse (one every microsecond) count 1 of the first (top in 
fig.4.2) 4017 goes high. This provides the start time for 
the first pulse. The other eight count outputs and the carry 
are connected to a thumbwheel switch which is rotated so 
that the stop pulse occu~s after the required number of 
microsecond counts. After count 9 is reached the carry is 
set high (by the 4017) and the count returns to zero. As 
evident in the circuit of fig.4.2a, however, the carry is 
a} 
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connected to the enable. The enable is therefore set high 
(disabled) after ten counts and no further action occurs 
until the 4017 is reset again. The second (lower) 4017 
counter is reset simultaneously with the first but is not 
enabled·until bit 6 of the PIA goes low. Start and stop 
pulses are then output as previously described; further 
counting is prevented by the computer disabling the 4017 
after 10 ~s. 
The start and stop pulse from each 4017 are input through 
optocouplers to the preset and clear of a 7474 D-flipflop. 
These edge triggered devices have an output (Q) that goes 
high when the preset is pulsed high and remains high until 
the clear is pulsed high. A complementary (reverse logic) 
output (Q) is also available. By this means either 
positive or negative going pulses may be produced of width 
equal to the time between the start and stop pulses from 
the 4017 circuitry. The Q and Q outputs from the 7474 
flipflops are amplified to 15V by 7407 buffers. The ion 
source pulse is further amplified up to 200V by the circuit 
shown in fig.4.2b. REF is the ion source cage potential; 
the variable transistor (pulse generator reference) bias is 
necessary to produce sharp square wave pulses over a wide 
amplitude range. 
(iii) Calculation of Arrival Time Distributions 
The interpretation of an experimental arrival time 
distribution (ATD) is aided considerably by comparison with 
a calculated distribution. The equations for calculation 
of an ATD are obtained by solving the transport equation 
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relevant to the apparatus used in the experiment. For an 
accurate representation, the transport equation should 
contain terms for longitudinal and transverse diffusion 
and allow for reaction. Numerous solutions for primary 
ions are available in the literature for various types of 
drift tubes; some of these papers also derive expressions 
for secondary ions. ( 35 , 36 ) A general solution applicable 
to any type of drift tube has been derived by Woo and 
Whealton( 3 ) which takes into account all the abovementioned 
factors and provides expressions for both primary and 
secondary ions. The expression for primary ions to be 
used here is that derived for the Georgia Institute of 
Technology drift tube (MdDaniel et al) ( 3?,Sd) which is 
constructed and operated in a similar manner to the present 
instrument. This analysis has been extended to secondary 
ions by Snuggs et al. (Z) 
A drift velocity may be determined by treating it as a 
parameter that is varied until the best agreement between 
the experimental and calculated arrival time distributions 
is obtained. A simpler procedure used by many workers is 
simply to take the position of the arrival time maximum and 
consider the remainder of the distribution to be symmetrical. 
As will be demonstrated later this process can lead to 
serious errors if only data for a single drift distance is 
considered. Even when a drift velocity is obtained by 
comparison of a single experimental and a calculated ATD the 
result may be considerably in error due to ••end effects". (Sc,G) 
These end effects arise from perturbations to the uniform 
axial field of the drift tube by penetration of potentials 
used in the ion source and ion extraction and detection 
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systems. For example, a recent measurement of the mobility 
of NH 2+ in helium using a drift tube with a fixed path 
length of ll em noted a 10% discrepancy from an earlier 
result by the same workers using a fixed drift path of 5.65 
em. ( 38 , 39 ) Similar discrepancies are evident for the 
mobility of Cl in nitrogen where values from a fixed drift 
path drift tube cell( 40) and a drift-SIFT apparatus lie 
. h . b' d . . ( 4 l) outs1de t e1r com 1ne uncerta1nt1es. 
Errors arising from end effects are readily eliminated 
with a movable ion source instrument mea~uring arrival time 
distributions for a series of different distances, preferably 
over as wide a range as possible. The drift velocity may 
then be taken as the slope of a plot of the mean or modal 
arrival time as a function of drift distance. It will 
invariably be found that a best-fit line through such a plot 
will not pass through the origin. This method of determining 
drift velocity as the slope of a plot of arrival time 
versus distance has been used for the present work. The 
time taken is that of maximum ion signal. This precludes 
the need for a detailed fit by comparison with a calculated 
profile for every distribution measured. An analysis of the 
errors expected to arise from simply using the maximum is 
now presented for both primary and secondary ions. 
The flux of primary ions passing through the axial 
drift tube exit aperture of area a as a function of time t 
d d 'f d' . . b (37,5d) an r1 t 1stance z 1s g1ven y 
- ( 4 .1) 
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All the ions are assumed to be introduced as a delta function 
burst with initial uniform surface density s through the ion 
entrance aperture of radius r
0
• No ions are produced by 
reaction in the drift space although some are lost by 
reaction with frequency a(=kNr where k is a second order 
rate coefficient and· Nr is the number density of the neutral 
species undergoing reaction). The longitudinal and transverse 
diffusion coefficients, DL and DT may be estimated using 
the generalized Einstein relationships: Eq 2.7 and 2.8. 
Equation 4.1 is used by the program DRIFT listed in 
Appendix B to calculate primary ion arrival time distributions. 
DRIFT accurately determines the maximum of the model ATD by 
a bisection type iterative algorithm. 
The arrival time of maximum signal was calculated for a 
range of distances for a primary ion of m/z=26 drifting in 
helium in the absence of any depleting reaction (a=O) . 
0 2 1 -1 Conditions were T=20 c, E/N=80Td and K0 =13.0 em v s . 
The results for two pressures of 0.1 Torr and o·.4 'I'orr are 
given in Table 4.1. The quantity ~T/&d is calculated as 
the difference between successive values of Tmax in the 
table divided by the change in distance e.g. for z=7, 
8T/8d=(24.729-21.155)/(7-6)=3.574. For the first entry 
T =0 for z=O is used. This quantity will be constant 
max 
for a straight line. 
It is apparent from Table 4.1 that a plot of Tmax as 
a function of z would not be truly linear for the results 
\at 0.1 Torr and for the distances less than about 3 em at 
0.4 Torr. The slope of the line from 3 em onwards of the 
0.4 Torr results corresponds to a drift velocity of 
2.797Xl0 5 cm s-l which gives the correct value for K
0 
of 
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Table 4. 1 Calculated arrival time distribution maxima 
for primary ions not depleted by reaction. See text for 
details. 
z(cm) Tmax ( 1-l s) L1T/L1d Tmax (]-IS) L1T/L1d 
@0.1 Torr @0.4 Torr 
0.1 0.070 0.70 0.221 2.21 
0.25 0.306 1.577 0.694 3.153 
0.5 0.932 2.504 1. 541 3.388 
0.75 1.705 3.092 2. 416 3.500 
1 2.533 3.312 3.299 3.532 
2 6.010 3.477 6.860 3.561 
3 9.554 3.544 10.431 3.571 
4 13.115 3.561 14.004 3.573 
5 16.682 3.567 17.579 3.575 
6 20.252 3.570 21.155 3.576 
7 23.824 3.572 24.729 3.574 
8 27.396 3.572 28.306 3.577 
9 30.971 3.575 31.883 3.577 
10 34.546 3.575 35.458 3.575 
20 70.301 3.576 71.222 3.576 
2 -1 -1 13.00 em V s . The intercept of this line is -0.08 em. 
Taking the single point at 9 em (longest possible distance 
for the drift tube described in this thesis) yields vd= 
5 -1 2 -1 -1. 0 2. 822Xl0 ems or K0 =13 .12 em V s 1.e. an error of ca.l.2'0. The 
5 -1 2 -1 -1 0.1 Torr results give v d=2. 801Xl0 ems and K0 =13. 02 em V s ; a 
fairly insignificant ~rror. Taking the 0.1 Torr value at 
-1 2 -1 -1 9 em of 30.971 JJS gives vd=2.906 ems or K0 =13.5lem V s , a 
result 4% too high. Therefore, rreasuring the time of maximum ion 
signal over a range of distance should give the correct 
mobility provided data for the shorter distances are ignored. 
With a single point determination a serious error can result, 
particularly at low pressures but this error would probably 
be less significant than that due to end effects. 
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Consider now the case of a primary ion undergoing a 
depleting reaction. All conditions are the same as previously 
(pressure=0.4 Torr) except there isnow 0.2% of a reactant 
gas added to tho helium buffer with which the primary ions 
react at a rate of 3Xl0- 9 cm3molec-ls- 1 . This corresponds 
-1 to a collision frequency, a=79100 s , or a mean ion lifetime 
(1/a) of 12.6 ~s. Almost 90% of the primary ions will be 
lost during transit of the drift tube. The calculated 
arrival time maxima are shown in Table 4.2 for a range of 
distances. 
Table 4.2 Calculated arrival time distribution maxima for 
a primary ion swarm rapidly attenuated by reaction (a= 
79100 s-1 ). See text for details. 
z(cm) Tmax ()Js) L'IT/L'Id 
0.1 0.219 2.19 
0.25 0.688 3.127 
0.5 l. 525 3.348 
0.75 2.389 3.456 
1 3.263 3.496 
2 6.781 3.518 
3 10.308 3.527 
4 13.839 3.531 
5 17.371 3.532 
6 20.904 3.533 
7 24.436 3.532 
8 27.969 3.533 
9 31.503 3.534 
10 35.035 3.532 
20 70.369 3.533 
30 105.704 3.534 
Comparison with Table 4.1 reveals a consistent decrease 
in the time of maximum signal which is proportional to 
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distance. This is an intuitively reasonable result since 
a greater proportion of the later arriving ions will be 
depleted by reaction. Again ignoring the values for z<4 em, 
. 5 -1 2 -1 -1 
a z-t plot g1ves vd=2.831Xl0 ems or K0=13.15 em V s 
with an intercept of -0.082 em. So a fairly rapid reaction 
rate gives rise to an error of only 1.2% in the mobility of 
a primary ion. 
In conclusion, by collecting data for primary ions in 
a relatively high pressure of uncontaminated buffer, it is 
possible to obtain correct mobilities from the slope of a 
plot of arrival time distribution maxima as a function of 
distance, provided some discretion is exercised over the 
inclusion of data for short distances. 
The flux through an axial aperture of secondary ions B 
produced by reaction from primary ions A during transit of 
the drift tube is given by( 2 ): 
[ 
( z-c ) 
2
] [ -r 2 ] 
exp -dA- bAA 1-exp ( a: ) du -(4.2) 
where a A = 4DTAt-4(DTA-DTB)u -(4.3) 
bA = 4DLAt-4(DLA-DLB)u -(4·~4) 
CA = v dA t- ( v dA- v dB) u -(4.5) 
dA = aAt-(aA-aB)u -(4.6) 
All other symbols have the same meaning as for Eq(4.1). 
DTA'DTB refer to the transverse diffusion coefficients for 
' _! ~ 
·; 
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ion A and ion B respectively and so on. The reaction 
frequency aA is that for reaction of primary ion A to 
secondary ion B and a 8 refers to the depleting reaction of 
ion B to form other unspecified product ions. Secondary 
ion arrival time distributions were computed using the 
program DRIFT2 listed in Appendix B. This program is 
essentially an extended version of the program DRIFT for 
primary ions. The integration is calculated numerically 
using Simpson's rule with [~(time(T) in microseconds)+20] 
steps. 
Simulations were performed for He+ primary ions 
drifting in helium reacting to form secondary ions B+ of 
m/z=26. Other conditions used were T=20°C, P=0.4 Torr 
and E/N=80Td. The mobility of He+ at 80Td was taken as(l 3) 
8.12 cm2v-ls-l and the mobility of B+ was set to 16.5 
The rate coefficient for the reaction He++B+ 
B++He was set at 4Xl0- 9 cm3molec-ls-1 • First, results were 
calculated assuming no additional reaction of B+ to form, 
tertiary ions. These are given in Table 4.3 for 0.1% and 
0.2% mixtures B in helium. 
Clearly, the times of ion signal maximum for short 
distances are much longer than those expected by extrapolation 
of the times for longer distances. This reflects the fact 
that the B+ ion has spent a significant proportion of the 
't t' th l . + . trans1 1me as e s ower mov1ng He 1on. As the extent 
of reaction is increased, the data becomes more representative 
of the mobility of the faster B+ ion. A least squares fit 
of the data for 4<z<l0 em gives the 0.1% mixture: 
5 -1 2 -1 -1 
vd=3.439Xl0 ems ; K
0
=15.98 em V s and for the 0.2% 
5 -1 2 -1 -1 
mixture vd=3.466Xl0 ems ; K
0
=16.10 em V s • This 
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Table 4.3 Arrival time maxima for d . + secon ary 1ons B 
formed by reaction from and not undergoing subsequent 
reaction. See text for details. 
z (em) 0.1% B 0.2% B 
Tmax ( IJS) 8T/ild Tmax( 11 s) l'lT/I'ld 
1 4.382 4.382 4.177 4.177 
2 8.568 4.186 7.353 3.176 
4 14.062 2.747 13.183 2.915 
6 19.867 2.903 18.98 2.899 
8 25.687 2.910 24.749 2.885 
10 31.492 2.903 30.497 2.874 
20 60.299 2.881 59.051 2.855 
40 117.414 2.856 115.803 2.838 
represents an error of -3.2% for the 0.1% mixture and an 
error of -2.4% for the 0.2% mixture. Note that the 
depletion of the primary ion (He+) swarm by reaction with 
impurities will have the same e on the position of 
the secondary ion arrival time maximum as reaction with 
the added trace gas B, although of course the B+ signal 
will be smaller. With reference to Eq. (4.2) the aA value 
preceding the integration will be the frequency of formation 
of B+ but the value of aA used to compute dA(Eq.4.6} will 
be that for depletion of He+. 
Further calculations were performed for a system 
identical to that described earlier for the calculation of 
+ Table 4.3 except that now the secondary ion swarm (B ) 
reacts further with trace neutral B to form unspecified 
tertiary products. The rate coefficient used for this 
second reaction is 2.5Xl0- 9cm3molec-ls-l and the results 
are shown in Table 4.4 
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Table 4.4 Arrival time maxima for secondary ions 
undergoing further reaction. See text for details. 
z(cm) 0.1% B 0.2% B 
Tmax i1T/8d Tmax LlT/L'Id 
1 4.424 4.424 4.273 4.273 
2 9.121 4.697 7.722 3.449 
4 14.676 2.778 13.440 2.859 
6 20.322 2.823 19.196 2.878 
8 26.099 2.889 24.930 2.867 
10 31.882 2.892 30.641 2.840 
20 60.640 2.876 58.992 2.835 
40 117.617 2.849 115.244 2.813 
Comparison with Table 4.3 reveals that the arrival time 
maxima appear at later times. This result is to be 
expected since the earlier formed secondary ions will suffer 
more severe attenuation by reaction. Table 4.5 lists 
mobilities derived from linear regression of selected ranges 
Table 4.5 Mobilities calculated from data of Table 4. 4. 
z range % mixture intercept Vd Ko error 
(em) (em) 5 -1 XlO ems 2 -1 -1 em V s % 
4-10 0.1 -1.100 3.485 16.19 -1.9 
4-10 0.2 -0.692 3.488 16.21 -1.8 
10-40 0.1 -1.188 3.500 16.27 -1.4 
10-40 0.2 -0.892 3.547 16.48 -0.1 
of data. Again, the mobilities found are too·low but by a 
lesser amount than was found with no further reaction; the 
error now is unlikely to exceed 2%. It is evident from the 
intercepts that determination of a mobility from the 
maximum of a single arrival time distribution would lead to 
a result very seriously in error. 
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(iv) Consideration of further sources of error 
In view of the above analysis, it might be naively 
suggested that the mole fraction of the trace reactant 
gas be increased somewhat in order to minimize the error of 
the secondary ion mobility. Another error of greater 
magnitude soon becomes apparent, however. The mobilities 
measured will be those characteristic of the mixture of 
trace gas and helium, not of pure helium, and should be 
reported as such. The deviation of mixture mobility from 
mobility in pure helium may be estimated at low field using 
Blanc 1 S Law (Eq.2.9) reformulated here for the case of a 
two-component buffer: 
K . = 
mlX -(4.7) 
where x is the mole fraction of reactant gas B and K and He 
KB are the mobilities of an ion in pure helium and pure B 
respectively. Figure 4.3 depicts the deviation of K . 
mlX 
from KHe calculated by Eq. (4.7) for three different systems. 
The extent of deviation for a small mole fraction of 
reactant gas is larger than might be intuitively anticipated. 
The mobilities used(l 3 ,l4 ) are listed in the accompanying 
table. Mobilities of ions in their parent gases are 
generally lower than expected by comparison with other 
ions of equivalent mass, perhaps the most notable example 
being the low mobility of He+ in helium. This is due to 
the predominance of resonant charge transfer as the ion-
neutral interaction mechanism. From fig.4.3 it is apparent 
that a mole fraction of reactant gas exceeding 0.2% could 
well result in a mobility error greater than that predicted 
above. 
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Zy-1 -1 ratio Ion E/N Ko(crn s ) 
('I'd) He B K0 (He}/K0 (B) 
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An assumption implicit in the derivation of equations 
4.1 and 4.2 used above to calculate arrival time 
distributions is that the ions are produced in a delta 
function burst. That is, the ion pulse consists of ions 
created instantaneously in an infinitesimally thin area, 
a difficult condition to approximate experimentally; the 
shortest possible pulse is 1 ~s for the apparatus described 
here. The effects of the finite widths of both the ion 
source and exit grid pulses were determined by comparison 
of arrival time spectra collected for a range of gate widths. 
Arrival time distributions were recorded for the tertiary 
ion H2CN+ formed in a 0.1% HCN in helium mixture for E/N= 
lOOTd, drift distance (z)=6.87 em and pressure 0.4 Torr. 
First, the exit gate was fixed at 1 ~s duration and the ion 
source gate stepped from 1 ~s to 4 ~s. The four ATDs obtained 
were almost superimposable; a barely perceptible broadening 
occurred with the ATD corresponding to a gate width of 4 ~s. 
The procedure was then repeated with a source gate of 1 ~s 
width and the exit gate varied from 1 ~s to 4 ~s. No 
significant difference existed between the four ATDs 
measured in this experiment. Further ATDs recorded for 
various combinations of source and exit gate widths gave 
similar results eg. the ATD for both gate widths equal to 
3 ~s could be superimposed over the ATD for both gates of 
1 ~s width. For all measurements reported in the succeeding 
chapters both gates are opened for a 2 ~s period except 
where the total drift time exceeds 50 ~s in which case the 
gates are both opened for 3 ~s or 4 ~s for drift times 
exceeding 100 ~s. Clearly then, the finite widths of the 
source and exit gates will have a negligible effect on the 
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shape of an ATD and the assumption of ion production as a 
6-function burst is indeed reasonable. 
Also inherent in the derivation of equations (4.1) 
and (4.2) is the assumption that the drift tube is of 
infinite radial extent of equivalently that the loss of 
ions by collision with the outer sections of the drift tube 
is negligible. Solution of the time independant diffusion 
equation for a drift tube of cylindrical geometry(Se) 
provides an estimate of the average lifetime 1 against 
collision with the walls: 
T = 
Setting the radius of the drift tube 
the transverse diffusion coefficient 
-(4.8} 
r =2.5 em and taking 
0 
2 -1 DT=4000 em s (a 
typical value at 0. 4 'I'orr and E/N=80Td) , 1 is found to be 
about 270 ~s. This is considerably longer than most drift 
times except those for very low E/N but under these 
conditions the diffusion coefficient would be lower. Besides, 
the ions are sampled on axis for all experiments discussed 
here, so the only ion~ of interest lost are those that 
would have diffused out to the distance of the walls and 
then diffused back onto axis - a very small proportion 
indeed. No errors could be expected to arise due to the 
finite radial extent of the drift tube. 
Various theoretical approaches all treat the ions as 
acting independantly i.e. there is no Coulomb repulsion 
between ions. This will not be true if the ion number 
density is too high; under these conditions space charge 
expansion of the ion swarm will occur as it moves along 
the drift tube. Expansion transverse to the drift field 
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decreases the efficiency of ion sampling through the exit 
aperture and expansion parallel to the field distorts the 
shape of the ATD. The parallel expansion results in 
longitudinal diffusion coefficients derived from ATD widths 
being considerably larger than the true values. (6 , 35 ) Since 
the expansion will be symmetrical about the midplane of the 
drifting ion swarm perpendicular to the drift tube axis, a 
negligible effect on drift velocity may be expected. If 
several ions of different identity are present, however, 
the space charge from an abundant species may push forward 
or hinder other ions; such an effect has been observed 
for the case of H+ ions drifting in the presence of the 
H 
+ . (42) . 
much more abundant 3 1ons. To determ1ne the influence 
of space charge on the present results arrival time 
+ distributions were collected for He ions drifting in helium 
and compared with spectra calculated by Eq.4.1. Results 
for two distances are given in fig.4.4, indicating that 
space charge effects are not particularly apparent. 
(Actually, the validity of the generalised Einstein 
equations 2.7 and 2.8 for calculation of diffusion 
coefficients is of some doubt when the ion-neutral interaction 
is dominated by charge transfer) . Another test is to 
reduce the filament current (and consequently the emission 
current) until there is no decrease in the width of the 
measured arrival time distribution. 
Operating with the filament current as low as 
practicable offers other advantages. At very·high currents 
electrical breakdown or discharges may occur in the filament 
region of the ion source causing rapid deterioration and 
failure of the filament. With arrival time spectra recorded 
Figure 4.4 
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while the filament current is excessively high the signal 
takes a very long time to decay back to zero after the 
maximum, producing a long tail sometimes extending for 
three or four times the period of maximum signal. This is 
thought to be due to the presence of excited helium atoms 
in the metastable 2 3s state 19.82 eV above the ground state. (43 ) 
These metastable helium atoms have enough energy to ionize 
any species except neon. Being uncharged, the metastables 
diffuse out of the ion source some time after.the He+ ions 
and by reaction with the trace reactant gas produce the 
ions observed at very long times in the ATD. Where the time 
between successive ion source pulses is small (<50 ~s), as 
would be the case for ions studied at high E/N {>100Td), 
all the helium metastables have not been lost by quenching 
or reaction before the next ion source pulse occurs. The 
ATD then exhibits a high background count before the true 
position due to ions arriving that were formed from 
metastables of the previous pulse. 
Bearing in mind the conclusions of these last two 
subchapters, particular attention was paid to the following 
points in order to minimize errors with mobility measurements. 
1. A graph of arrival time maxima as a function of 
distance was usually plotted to detect anomalous points, 
particularly those prevalent for short drift distances. 
Generally, the collection of data for distances less than 
3 em was not found to be worthwhile. If the correlation 
coefficient of the line fitted to the data by linear 
regression (least squares) was less than 0.999 the data was 
considered suspect. 
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2. Data were collected at more than one total pressure, or 
partial pressure of reactant gas, or for differing degrees 
of contamination of the drift tube. When the mobility was 
found to no longer increase with conditions leading to a 
higher reaction frequency the reaction rate was considered 
adequate. 
3. 'I'he filament current was kept as low as was compatible 
with reasonable ion signal intensity. 
Finally, some consideration must be given to 
uncertainties in the measurement of pressure, temperature 
and voltages. Assuming the calibration of the MKS Baratron 
to be reliable, the uncertainty of the pressure measurement 
will be that of fluctuation due to manually adjusting the 
leak valve to maintain a constant pressure i.e. ca.l%. The 
maximum temperature variation during a run is no more 
than 2°C; an uncertainty of 0.7% for temperatures around 
293K. Voltage measurements are taken as close as possible 
to the drift tube terminals. The rated accuracy of the 
Keithley meter of ± 1 digit gives a maximum uncertainty of 
o. 5% (for 20 .ov} . The sum of uncertainties in measurements 
of the experimental parameters . thus ca.2.2%. 
The total error in a mobility measured using the 
apparatus and techniques described here would thus be less 
than ± 5%. This allows ca.3% for errors due to the spread 
of formation times of reaction produced ions, Blanc's Law 
deviations due to the addition of trace reagents to the 
helium buffer and spurious contributions to the actual ion 
signal. In view of the fact that the rst two factors 
both tend to reduce the ion mobility the uncertainty would 
possibly be better expressed as ~~%. The reproducibility 
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between repeated mobility measurements is generally found 
to be within 2-3%. 
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CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS. I: MOBILITIES OF IONS CONTAINING THE -CN GROUP 
(i) Introduction 
Results for ions formed by electron impact of helium 
gas containing trace (0.04-0.2%) quantities of HCN, c 2N2 , 
cH 3CN, CH 3Nc and CNCl are presented and discussed in this 
chapter. Where more than one structure is possible for an 
ion of a given empirical formula, this ion has been 
produced from more than one precursor in an attempt to 
detect possible structural differences by corresponding 
differences in mobility. Larger ions should exhibit a 
larger momentum transfer collision integral n(l,l) and 
consequently a lower mobility. Data are also presented 
for some ions of which mobilities have previously been 
measured to provide an indication of the reliability of 
the present results and the methods used for their 
determination. 
To determine a mobility at a particular value of E/N, 
arrival time distributions (ATDs} were measured for a range 
of distances from 2-9 em as indicated on an external scale 
attached to the ion source linear motion assembly. In most 
cases it proved possible to conduct the experiment under 
conditions of pressure and mixture composition that produced 
a sharp maximum in the arrival time distribution. Under 
these circumstances only the top portion of the ATD from 
about half maximum to half maximum was collected. When it 
was necessary or of interest to compare the experimental ATD 
with one computed using Eq. (4.1) or (4.2) data were collected 
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over the entire time range for which the ion signal 
significantly exceeded the background noise. The 
experimental data were smoothed using a five point smoothing 
. (44) polynom1al: 
-(5.1} 
where yi denotes any experimental data point and yi+n is the 
nth data point relative to the first. The data point 
corresponding to the largest signal was located. A five· 
point Lagrange inter:polating polynomial was then fitted to 
this point and the two points on either side. The expressions 
used were: 
with 
4 
p(t) = E yk~k(t) 
k=o 
4 t-t. 
~k(t) = TI l 
. tk-t. 1=0 l 
ifk 
-(5.2) 
-(5.3) 
where yk are the smoothed data points at times tk. The 
value of the quartic polynomial p(t) was then computed for 
times ranging from the time of the data point before the 
maximum to the time of the data point after the maximum in 
steps of one quarter the time interval between points. The 
maximum value of p(t) was then found and the corresponding 
time taken as the position of the arrival time maximum. 
These maxima were then plotted as a function of distance. 
Figure 5.1 presents ~range of typical t-z plots obtained 
in this manner. 
In order to assess the reliability of this technique 
mobilities have been measured for He+ in helium and some 
secondary ions of known mobility under a range of conditions. 
70 ..., HCN+ 25 Td 0.4 Torr 
X C2N2 
+ 40 Td 0.5 Torr 
60 .... C N+ 2 40 0.4 Torr 
+ 60 0. 4 Torr A c2H3N 
time 50 
().lS) 
+ c2H3N 
+ 80 Td 0.4 Torr 
• 80 Td 0. Torr 
0 H CN+ 2 120 0.4 Torr 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
drift distance (em) 
Figure 5.1 Representative t-z plots 
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Table 5.1 compares a compilation of such data for He+ in 
' . (13,35,45) helium w1th prev1ously reported values. 
Table 5.1 Experimentally determined mobilities of He 
+ 
in helium. 
E/N p K0 (exp} K0 (lit,±3%) deviation 
(Td) (Torr} 2 -1 -1 em V s 2 -1 em V s -1 % 
60 0.15 8.26 8.67 -4.7 
80 0.10 8.02 8.12 -1.2 
80 0.15 7.93 8.12 -2.3 
80 0.40 8.04 8.12 -1.0 
100 0.15 7.43 7.67 -3.1 
100 0.40 7.64 7.67 -0.4 
150 0.10 6.50 6.78 -4.1 
150 0.15 6.45 6.78 -4.9 
300 0.15 4.96 5.19 -4.4 
It is evident that the values measured are in all cases 
slightly less than the literature results. All deviations 
are well within the combined uncertainty of the two sets 
of measurements, however. 
Some mobility results for secondary and tertiary ions 
measured at 0.4 Torr and 100 Td are compiled in Table 5.2 
together with previously reported values. With these ions 
Table 5.2 Experimental mobilities in helium of ion produced 
by reaction 
Ion Buffer K0 (exp) K0 (lit) Ref. Deviation (trace in He) 2 -1 -1 2 -1 -1 (also 13,14) % 
em V s em V s 
(±5%) 
H 0+ b/g*H20 18.3 17.6(±4%) 46 +3.8 2 
n o+ b/g H20 16.8 16.4(±4%) 46 +2.4 3 
N 0+ 0.11% N2o 12.97 12.7(±2%) 47 +2.1 2 
No+ 0.11% N2o 15.02 15.0(±7%) 48 +0.1 
N + 0.11% N20 15.49 15.2(±7%) 4 +1. 9 2 
* b/g = background impurity 
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produced by reaction it is apparent that agreement with 
previous work is well within combined uncertainties. 
(ii) HCN: Mobilities of HCN+ 
Mixtures containing from 0.04% to 0.2% hydrogen cyanide 
(HCN) in helium were studied. Electron impact of these 
mixtures produced almost exclusively He+ which forms other 
ions by reaction; this was ascertained by reducing the 
electron energy below the ionization potential of helium 
whereupon almost no signal due to other ions was detected. 
The reaction of He+ with HCN has been examined previously 
both by ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) (49 ) and flowing 
afterglow (FA) (B). The ICR study found a rate coefficient 
-9 -3 -1 -1 
of 3.1±.6Xl0 em molec s and the following product 
distribution: 
He+ + HCN + HCN+ + He <0.01 
-(S.la) 
+ CN+ + H + He 0.47 
-(S.lb) 
+ CH+ + N + He 0.21 
-(S.lc) 
+ c+ + N + H + He 0.25 -(S.ld) 
+ N+ + c + H + He 0.07 
-(S.le) 
The FA study(S) measured a rate coefficient of 3.9Xl0-9 
cm
3
molec-ls-l and found CN+ to be the major product with a 
small proportion of CH+ and c+. + The parent HCN was also 
observed but could not be positively identified as a primary 
product because of spurious production from the reaction of 
metastable H~(2 3 S) and HCN. 
Further reaction of the primary reaction products gives 
CN+ + HCN + HCN+ + CN 
-cs.:v 
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(50) -10 3 -1 -1 
at a rate measured by FA of 9.8Xl0 em molec s . 
The proportion of each ion present relative to the sum 
of all ions measured as a function of distance is shown in 
fig.5.2 for a 0.07% HCN in helium mixture at 0.4 Torr and 
120 Td. Note that the true distance will be longer since 
reaction will also occur while the ions are traversing the 
ion source. This system was then modelled by calculations 
using the rate coefficients quoted above. 
Program DRIFT (listed in Appendix B) was used to 
calculate the total He+ flux at each distance z which is 
. b (2,5) 
g~ven y: 
I ( z) = sa 
---,; 
4D 2 L 
exp 
-(5.4) 
where all symbols take the same meaning as for Eq. (4.2) of 
the previous chapter. Ions of planar source density s 
emanate from the source aperture of radius r
0 
and leave the 
drift tube via the exit aperture of area a. The longitudinal 
and transverse diffusion coefficients are represented by DL 
and DT, respectively, vd is the primary ion drift velocity 
and a the reaction frequency. 
Program DRIFT2 (also listed in Appendix B) was used to 
calculate an arrival time distribution for the secondary 
ion CN+. The total ion flux defined analytically by an 
infinite time integral was approximated by summing the points 
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Experimental ion intensities as proportion of total ions for 0.07% HCN 
in helium 
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of the arrival time distribution i.e.: 
I ( z) r''"'r(z,t)dt 
0 
I(z,t)L1t 
tl 
-(5.5) 
where t 2 and t 1 are the values over which I(z,t} is 
significantly large and L1t the time interval between 
calculated values of I(z,t). An analogous summation 
+ procedure to Eq. (5.5) was used to estimate the He flux 
from arrival time distributions calculated by DRIFT and 
was found to give precise agreement with the analytic 
expression Eq. (5.4). 
Firstly, I(z) for CN+ was computed assuming no further 
reaction of the CN+ ions (i.e. aB=O in Eq.4.3) 1 then the 
calculations were repeated with reaction included. The HCN+ 
intensity was then set equal to the difference of the two 
+ . 't' CN J.ntensJ. J.es. Since the mobilities (and diffusion 
coefficients) of CN+ and HCN+ are not very different this 
provides a good approximation to the true HCN+ signal as a 
function of distance. The results of these calculations. 
are presented in fig.5.3a for a 0.07% mixture of HCN in 
helium at 120 Td and 0.4 Torr. 
From comparison with fig.5.2 it appears that reaction 
has progressed at a far faster rate than expected during 
the experiment. Plausible explanations for this include 
(1) there is extensive reaction with background impurities, 
(2) there is a large contributi.on to HCN+ signal from 
ionization of HCN by metastable 2 3s He atoms and (3) the 
mixture concentration has become enriched due to differential 
effusion. This latter effect where the helium buffer is 
lost faster than the trace gas has been found to result in 
mixture enrichments of up to 50% under some conditions. <51 ) 
10 
+ 
(-I-)% 
/:I+ 
50 
100 
50 
Figure 5.3 
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Calculated ion intensities as proportion of total 
for (a) 0.07% HCN and (b) 0.15% HCN in helium 
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This enrichment effect is particularly important when th~ 
exit aperture is of the same order as the mean free path 
(molecular flow regime) . This is not the case with the 
present instrument where the exit aperture of diameter 
-3 0.25 mm is far larger than the mean free path of ca.lXlO mm. 
Also, close examination of figs.5.2 and 5.3a reveals that 
although the rate of removal of He+ and the rates of 
+ d +. hf h d formation of HCN an H2CN are muc aster t an expecte , 
+ the rate of formation of CN appears to be in good accord. 
The calculations were repeated for a 0.15% HCN in helium mixture 
and the results are shown in fig.5.3b. The agreement with 
the experimental results is no better; HCN+ still rises 
much later and CN+ is now depleted too early. Thus, it may 
be concluded that mixture enrichment cannot account for the 
early appearance of HCN+ and H2CN+ and is not a problem with 
the present instrument as operated here. 
The only impurity detected during the data collection 
for fig.5.2 was a small quantity of air resulting in peaks 
at m/e=l4,16,28,32. Some of the m/e=28 signal in fig.5.2 
+ + labelled H2CN would in fact be due to N2 . Reaction with 
these impurities would diminish the He+ signal but not 
contribute to early HCN+ formation. The rapid rise of HCN+ 
must, therefore, be the result of either formation by direct 
charge transfer (reaction 5.la) or a product of reaction 
of metastable ( 3S) heliu~ atoms with HCN. The former reaction 
appears unlikely since the exothermicity as determined by 
d . ff . . . . . (52 ) . 10 8 h. 1 erences 1n 10n1zat1on potent1als 1s . eV w 1ch 
would tend to cause fragmentation as observed with the ICR 
study. ( 49 ) Formation by Penning ionization from 23s He 
atoms is therefore considered the most reasonable explanation 
+ for the early appearance of HCN . 
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It has been concluded from scrutiny of charge exchange 
mass spectra, <53 ) collisional activation (CA) mass spectra< 54 ) 
. b . th t. 1 1 1 t. (55 ) th t th . and pred1cted y eore 1ca ca cu a 10ns a e 1on 
structure HNC+ is more stable than HCN+ by about 87kJmol- 1 . (SS) 
The CA study< 54 ) concluded that HNC+ was formed from all 
H,C and N containing precursors except HCN. Formation by 
reaction (5.2) could occur by either charge or H atom transfer. 
d . f f . ' . . t t . 1 ( 52 ) th From 1 erences 1n 1on1zat1on po en 1a s, e 
exothermicity of reaction (5.2) is ca.70kJmol- 1 . The 
barrier for the isomerization HCN+ + HNC+ has been calculated ( 5S) 
-1 to be 45kJmol so according to these results it is 
energetically feasible for charge transfer to result in 
isomerization. This would also be true for HCN+ formed 
by Penning ionization from 23s He metastables. H atom 
transfer would require the positively charged CN+ ion to 
approach the positive end of the HCN molecule (dipole moment 
of ca.3 debyes(S 6 )) so this mechanism would not be 
expected to contribute significantly. It is not possible 
to be sure which structure HCN+ or HNC+ (or a mixture) is 
the ion of m/z=27 here. Attempts to measure the mobility 
of the m/z=27 ion from methylamine (CH 3NH 2) which has been 
shown to be HNC+( 53 ' 54 ) were precluded by the very low cross 
section for the formation of this ion. Other sources of the 
HNC+ ion also produce the c2H3+ ion of the same nominal mass 
which could not be distinguished from HNC+/HCN+ by the 
quadrupole mass spectrometer used with the present instrument. 
There are three possibilities for the structure of the 
H2CN+ ion and they have been the subject of numerous ab initio 
calculations. (S 6- 60 ) Structure B is least stable and there 
+ 
H-C=N-H 
(A) (B) 
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(c) 
(59) is no barrier to conversion from structure B to structure A. 
-1(60) 
structure c is higher in energy than A by between 160kJmol 
and 290kJmol-l(S?,S 9 ) but there is an interconversion barrier 
-1 
of ca.l25kJmol . A collisional activation study( 54 } found 
evidence only for the existence of the HCNH+ structure A 
regardless of precursor. + The H2CN ion formed by proton 
transfer of hydrogen cyanide in the drift tube is therefore 
assumed to exist only as structure A which is isoelectronic 
with acetylene (C 2H2 }. 
The mobilities of HCN+ and H~CN+ are graphed in figs.5.4 
L. 
and 5.5 as a function of E/N and effective temperature 
calculated using Eq. (2.10) with the correction factor a=O. 
Narrow arrival time distributions and linear t-zplots could 
only be obtained for HCN+ by using a series of mixture 
compositions to span the range of E/N from 20 to 140 Td. 
For the low E/N range (20 50 Td) a very dilute mixture, 
0.05% HCN in helium restricted reactive attenuation of the 
HCN+ signal and resulted in linear t-z plots. Mixtures of 
composition 0.1% HCN in helium were used to overlap this 
range of E/N and to extend the data to E/N=l40 Td where 
there is less time available for reaction. At the higher 
values of E/N the HCN+ ion was formed too slowly at 0.4 Torr 
total pressure and the resulting t-z plots were non-linear. 
The excellent agreement between mobilities determined for 
a range of mixture compositions verifies the assertion that 
the data is representative of ion transport in pure helium 
Figure 5.4 
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Mobilities and momentum transfer collision 
integrals for HeN+ 
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and that Blanc's Law deviations (see previous chapter) are 
negligible. Mixtures of 0.16% to 0.20% HCN in helium were 
employed for .the H2CN+ mobility measurements. These less 
dilute mixtures were necessary to provide a sufficiently 
+ high reaction frequency to form H2CN , particularly at 
higher values of E/N. 
-1 The drift velocity, vd' may be calculated (in ems ) 
from tho data presented and the relationship: 
vd; 269K0 (E/N) -(5.6) 
where K is in cm2v-ls-l and E/N is in Td. Also presented 
0 
in figs.5.4 and 5.5 are the momentum transfer collision 
integrals, Q(l,l), calculated by use of the two-temperature 
theory Eq. (2.11) with the correction term a;O. The 
effective hard sphere collision diameter (d) may be calculated 
from the relationship:< 29 ) 
-(5.7) 
Mixtures from 0.05% to 0.1% c 2N2 in helium were studied 
at 0.4 Torr. Primary_He+ ions react with c 2N2 at a rate 
-9 3 -1 -1(61) 
of 3.5Xl0 em molec s to produce a variety of products: 
+ CN+ + CN He + C2N2 + + He -(5.8a) 
+ C2N+ + N + He -(5.8b) 
+ 
+ c2 + N2 + He -(5.8c) 
+ 
+ He + C2N2 -(5.8d) 
where the reaction channels are listed in order of decreasing 
frequency as observed in the present work. Mass spectra 
normalized to the largest signal (CN+, m/z=26) are presented 
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for three distances in fig.5.6 (ions less than 1% of the 
) + d + . t largest are omitted . The c2N an c2 1ons appear o 
undergo no further reaction but CN+ is removed by charge 
transfer: 
-(5.9) 
(7) -9 3 -1 -1 
at a rate measured by ICR of 2.1±0.4Xl0 em molec s . 
The mobility and momentum transfer collision integral 
+ of the c2N2 ion is presented in fig.5.7 as a function of 
E/N and Teff respectively. + It is presumed that the c2N2 
ion retains the linear dicyanogen structure. 
The structure of the c2N+ ion has been the subject of 
two recent theoretical studies( 62 , 63 ) which find the CNC+ 
structure to be more stable than the CCN+ structure by( 62 ) 
l95kJmol-l or( 63 ) 125kJmol-1 . The interconversion barrier 
is estimated to be ca.270kJmol-1 . Taking the appearance 
as 19.5ev( 64 , 65 ) the exothermicity 
of reaction (5.8b) is S.leV or 490kJmol-l which is more than 
' adequate to overcome the barrier to isomerization. 
The c2N+ ion is also produced by dissociative charge 
transfer of He+ with methylcyanide,cH 3CN and methyl 
isocyanide,CH 3NC. (See fig.5.9). In the absence of 
+ rearrangement both c2N2 and CH 3CN would produce CCN and 
CH 3Nc would produce CNC+. The mobilities of c2N+ from all 
three sources were determined in an effort to detect 
possible differences related to structure. The results of 
all mobility determinations are given in fig.5.8. Rapid 
reaction of c 2N+ with CH 3CN and CH 3Nc prevented the 
measurement of mobilities for lower E/N. The solid line 
represents an estimated fit to the data. The momentum 
transfer collision integral is also presented as a function 
Figure 5.6 
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of Teff calculated using drift velocities determined from 
the best fit mobilities. 
From fig.5.8 there are evidently no consistent 
differences between the mobilities of c2N+ derived from any 
of the three precursors within the accuracy of these 
measurements. This does not necessarily preclude the 
possibility of differing structure. In fact, important 
factors influencing mobility such as mass, ion size and 
charge distribution are identical or very similar, therefore 
the absence of significant structure related differences in 
mobility is not too surprising. 
Mixtures ranging from 0.05% to 0.1% methyl cyanide or 
methyl isocyanide in helium were studied in the drift tube. 
Mass spectra recorded at short distances (little time for 
reaction) are presented as the spectra on the left of 
fig.5.9. Qualitatively, there are many similarities between 
the mass spectra of the two isomers. The high exQthermicity 
(>12ev( 43 , 52 )) of primary ionization from He+ causes 
extensive fragmentation to produce predominantly c2N+ and 
HC 2N+ (m/z=38,39). These ions then react by charge and 
proton transfer to form + h ' + c2H2N , t e parent 10n c2H3N and 
the protona ted mole.ct,.de + . c2H4N (m/z=40,41,42). The latter l 
two ions account for almost all the ion signal at longer 
distances. 
The above mass spectral similarities have also been 
observed with 70eV electron impact (EI) spectra. (66 , 67 ) A 
consideration of the intensities of metastable peaks( 67 ) has 
shown that this is not due to some degree of isomerization 
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of isocyanide to cyanide during ionization. A collision 
induced dissociation (CID) study of ions of empirical 
formula c2H3N+ derived from a range of compounds(
6 B) also 
concluded that both methyl cyanide and methyl isocyanide 
retain their original configuration under 70eV electron 
impact ionization. Another CID study< 69 ) provided further 
confirmation of this and also concluded that the tautomeric 
+ d +. c + d enol forms of CH 3CN an CH 3NC , 1.e. CH 2= =NH an 
cH 2=N=CH+ are more stable than 'the original structures by 
-1 -1 l55kJmol and 7lkJmol respectively. However, the 
barrier to keto-enol rearrangement was estimated to be 
-1 -1 163kJmol for the methyl cyanide cation and 75-96kJmol 
for the methyl isocyanide cation. Comparison of the drift 
tube mass spectra with the reported electron impact results 
(66 , 67 ) (fig.5.9) reveals a greater degree of fragmentation 
by He+ ion charge transfer. The possibility that considerable 
rearrangement may occur during the more disruptive charge 
transfer reaction with He+ or subsequent products cannot 
+ therefore be precluded and the structure of c2H3N formed 
in these experiments cannot be unequivocally assigned. 
The mobility and momentum transfer collision integral, 
( l 1) + ~ ' , for c2H3N from CH 3CN is presented in fig.S.lO. 
The collision integrals were calculated using Eq.2.10 and 
Eq.2.11 with a and B set to zero. Also 
mobility data are some measurements for 
included amongst the 
+ c 2H3N formed from 
CH 3NC. The excellent agreement with the data from CH 3CN 
is apparent. Again, this cannot be interpreted as being 
necessarily indicative of structural equality, since very 
little difference would be expected between the mobility of 
+ + + + CH 3CN and CH 3Nc , (or between CH 2=C=NH and CH 2=N=CH ) , as 
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Experimental and. derived data for the ion HC 2N+ (m/e=39) 
from cu 3cN are presented in fig.5.11. 
h + . As for t e c 2N lOn 
excessive loss of ions by reaction precluded determination 
of mobilities at low E/N. Two measurements for the 
mobility of the HC 2N+ ion from CH 3NC are also included; 
again no significant different to the m/z=39 ion from CH 3CN 
was found. Presumably ions of structure HCCN+ and HCNC+ 
would be produced from CH 3CN and CH 3NC respectively, 
although other structures are possible. Since no theoretical 
or experimental results are available relating to the 
structure of HC2N+ little comment is possible. However, 
+ + the suggestion applied to c 2N and c 2H3N that only a small 
difference in mobility would be expected between closely 
related structures would also apply to HCCN+ and HCNC+. 
(v) Mobility of CN+. 
Determination of the mobility of CN+ proved especially 
difficult due to the fast reaction of this ion with the 
corresponding precursor neutral relative to its rate of 
formation by dissociative charge transfer from He+; Low 
mole fractions of reactant neutral (ca.0.05%) resulted in 
the arrival time distributions (ATDs) extending out to the 
time taken by the precursor He+ ions to transit the drift 
tube (see figs.5.14,5.15). Higher mole fractions (ca.O.l%) 
resulted in further reaction with the trace neutral (HCN 
or c 2N2 ) to rapidly deplete the ion signal. The proportion 
of CN+ initially formed from CH 3CN was too small to be useful. 
Mixtures of cyanogen chloride (CNCl) in helium (0.04-
0.1%} were investigated as an alternative source of CN+. No 
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previous studies of the ion-molecule chemistry of CNCl 
have been reported. All fragment ions rapidly reacted to 
+ . 1 . . t' t t' 1 (S 2 ) form CNCl , the spec1es of owest 10n1za 1on po en 1a . 
Figure 5.2 depicts the observed ion populations as a 
proportion of the total ion signal for a 0~045% mixture over 
a range of distances at 80 Td and 0.4 Torr total pressure. 
The complexity of the CN+ ATDs precluded a determination of 
the mobility from the slopes of t-z plots and a curve fitting 
procedure was adopted. The smoothed experimental ATD for 
a dilute mixture of HCN (0.04-0.07%) was compared with ATDs 
calculated by the program DRIFT2 (see chapter 4(iii) and 
Appendix B) employing estimated values for the mobility of 
CN+ and literature values for the mobility of He+ and the 
relevant rate coefficients. ( 7 , 8 ) The mobility of CN+ was 
then adjusted in the necessary direction to improve 
agreement; by this iterative method an optimum value of 
mobility could be found to within ±0.2 cm2v-ls-1 . 
The geometric distance between the ion source sleeve 
and ion exit plate was not the distance appropriate for 
these calculations since some adjustment was necessary 
for the extra distance traversed by the ions through the 
1on source. The "effect:i,ye distance" for use in calculating 
an ATD was taken as the distance which gave a good fit to 
the trailing edge of the experimental distribution. The 
trailing edge (see fig.5.14) of the CN+ distribution 
results from those ions formed from He+ ions that have 
survived virtually the entire length of the drift tube 
and would almost be coincident with the trailing edge of 
an ATD for He+ in helium recorded under identical conditions. 
When the distance that satisfied the above criterion was 
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found (usually 1.63 em longer than the geometric distance) 
the mobility of CN+ was varied to provide close agreement 
between the position of the leading edge of the smoothed 
experimental and calculated arrival time distributions. 
The calculations were then repeated for other 
experimental drift distances at the same E/N using the ion 
source correction factor giving the best t in the first 
calculation. Slight adjustments were often necessary to 
both the optimal distance correction and mobility of CN+ 
of the first calculation in order to obtain a close fit 
.between experimental and calculated ATDs over the entire 
range of experimental drift distances. 
The validity of this procedure was first tested by 
fitting a calculated ATD to data collected for a+ drifting 
through a 0.1% o2 in helium buffer at 0.4 Torr and 100 Td. 
The literature values. for the mobilities of 0+( 13 ' 69 ) and 
He+ were used and the only variable was the effective 
distance. The results are shown in fig.5.13. Very good 
agreement could be achieved using the same distance correction 
of 1.63 em over the full range of experimental drift 
distances. A rate coefficient of 9Xlo-10 cm3molec-ls-l at 
100 Td reported from a previous drift tube study(Sl) was used. 
The value of the rate coefficient chosen affects mainly the 
relative height of the early and late portions of the ATD 
and not the position of these sectio~s; the value of mobility 
found to give optimum agreement is therefore fairly 
insensitive to the choice of rate coefficient. 
Following validification of this technique it was 
+ applied to the CN data for the full range of E/N studied 
i.e. from 40-120 Td. The distance correction of 1.63 em was 
.. 
10 
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optimal in almost all cases. The calculated and experimental 
ATDs for a 0.04% mixture of HCN in helium at 0.4 Torr and 
80 Td are presented in fig.5.14 for a range of effective 
distances (d~) from 5.5 to 10.5 em (geometric distances 
from 3.87 to 8.87 em). The mobility for CN+ of 16.3 cm2v- 1s 1 
and distance correction of 1.63 em remain unchanged 
throughout. Literature rate coefficients( 7 ,B) of 3.9Xl0-9 
cm3molec-ls-l for reaction 5.1 and 3.1Xl0-9 cm3molec-ls-l 
for reaction 5.2 were used. 
1 
To further assess the reliability of this curve fitting 
procedure a series of experiments were conducted where the 
total pressure was varied with the drift distance remaining 
constant. For a 0.07% mixture of HCN in helium at 100 Td 
and an effective distance (d~) of 10.5 em (geometric 
distance of 8.87 em) the pressure was increased from 0.1 to 
0.5 Torr in 0.1 Torr steps and ATDs collected. These 
were then compared with ATDs calculated using K (CN+)= 
0 
15.3 cm2v-ls-l and rate coefficients as above. The results 
are presented in fig.5.15, a close fit is obtained for all 
but the lowest pressure of 0.1 Torr. At this pressure the 
electric field strength required to maintain an E/N of 
100 Td was only 3.33 Vcm-l so the drift tube field would 
be more sensitive to perturbations arising from intruding 
source and exit component fields and contact potentials 
than at the higher pressuFes normally used. The disparity 
is therefore believed to be of little significance. 
The mobilities of CN+ derived with this curve fitting 
procedure are shown graphically in fig.5.16. The 
uncertainty of 5% estimated for the results extracted from 
t-z plots appears to be reasonable for this curve fitted 
97. 
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data too. The momentum transfe~ collision integral 
calculated as a function of Teff is also presented. 
(vi) Measurement of Negative Ion Mobilities: CN 
100. 
Reversal of the polarity of all power supplies (except 
those involved with the electron impact source) within the 
drift tube mass spectrometer allows negative ion signals 
to be detected. However, in practice determination of 
negative ion mobilities is somewhat more difficult than 
for positive ions. 
Primary negative·ion formation occurs by two main 
processes: associative and dissociative electron attachment. 
Associative attachment involves the capture of a near 
thermal electron to form a molecular negative ion: 
AB + e- ( - Oe V) ¢ ( AB-) * 
-(5.10) 
The resulting AB anion contains all the exothermicity of its 
formation~ if the pressure is sufficiently high for this to 
be rapidly dissipated by collision as is possible in the 
drift tube then this ion will be stabilised. Dissociative 
attachment involves the capture of low energy electrons 
with subsequent fragmentation of AB 
AB + e- (low eV) -+ A + B 
-(5.11) 
The e~ctron energy must be within a narrow resonance range 
(typically 1~3 eV) for the dissociative attachment cross 
section to be significant. Both of these attachment 
processes typically have cross sections two or three orders 
of magnitude lower than the corresponding positive ion 
formation processes. Electrons of ca.90eV energy are emitted 
101. 
in the drift tube in order to penetrate the buffer gas 
and formation of negative ions under these circumstances 
relies on the low energy electrons generated by inelastic 
scattering or secondary electrons from positive ion 
formation. 
Most positive ions of interest are formed in the 
drift tube primarily by chemical ionization i.e. reaction 
of buffer gas (helium) ions with the appropriate trace 
additive. Only a very small pr_oportion result from direct 
electron impact. On the. other hand, with a buffer that 
does not have a positive electron affinity and therefore 
cannot form stable negative ions itself, all the desired 
negative ions must be produced directly from electron 
impact of the trace neutral. This was the case for the 
present experimen·ts performed in a helium buffer. 
Mixtures of 0.1% HCN in helium were studied in the 
negative ion mode in an attempt to observe CN • The ion 
signals detected were close to the background level and 
were noisier than positive ion signals due to the presence 
of electrons. The signal level was raised by increasing 
the HCN mixture composition to 1% for experiments conducted 
at a total drift tube pressure of 0.15 Torr. The lower 
total pressure was necessary with the higher partial 
pressure of HCN to prevent rapid deterioration of the 
electron gun filament. When a corresponding experiment was 
attempted with cyanogen the emission was extremely low and 
the filament expired after several minutes. 
The CN ion, formed by dissociative electron attachment 
to HCN; 
HCN + e + CN + H 
-(5.12) 
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and an ion of m/z=42 presumed to be CNO formed by reaction 
of CN with background traces of H2o and o2 were the only 
ions detected. Mobilities of CN were measured over the 
range of E/N from 30 to 160 Td with 1% mixtures of HCN in 
helium at 0.15 Torr. As shown in fig.5.17 the results are 
far more scattered than for any of the positive ions 
studied. Low ion signals and interference from the 
background of electrons are thought to be largely 
responsible for the poor reproducibility between measurements. 
The t-z plots exhibited a high degree of linearity, however, 
and data points recorded at short distances (2-3 em) did 
not show the deviation from the overall slope evident with 
positive ions formed by charge transfer reactions. 
The graph of fig.4.3 predicts a systematic error of 
6-12% due to interaction of the CN with neutral HCN in 
accordance with Blanc's Law. A correction of 10% has been 
added to the experimental mobilities as an estimated 
compensation for the Blanc's Law deviation. Effective 
temperatures have been calculated using drift velocities 
derived from these "corrected" mobilities and momentum 
transfer collision integrals derived from these values of 
Teff are presented in the lower graph of fig.5.17. Even 
with the addition of an extra 10% the mobility of CN is 
notably less than of CN+ at a given E/N and the momentum. 
transfer collisions integrals are correspondingly larger. 
Perusal of tables of ion mobilities(l3 ,l4 ) reveals that 
this is a fairly 
+ e.g. K0 (0 )=24.5 
typical result for ion transport in helium 
2 -1 -1 - 2 -1 -1 
em V s , K0 (0 )=19.8 em V s in helium 
at 50 Td. Another difference is that negative ion mobilities 
continue to rise as E/N tends to zero whereas positive ions 
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normally exhibit a maximum between 10-30 Td. The mobility 
of CN in helium is less than that of all the larger and 
more massive positive ions studied. The differences 
between positive and negative ions in the behaviour of 
mobility as a function of E/N reflects differences in the 
ion-neutral interaction potential. Although the long 
range attractive potentials would be similar (same 
"polarization limit"), the short range interelectronic 
repulsion energy (B/rn in Eq.2.20) would be more significant 
with negative ions. 
More refinement in technique is required before negative 
ion mobilities can be as routinely measured as those of 
positive ions. The ability to contain a gas in the ion 
source separate from the buffer in the remainder of the 
drift tube, a facility for which some provision has been 
made with the present instrument, would be a considerable 
advantage. A high concentration of negative ion precursor 
neutral could then be ionized in the source without the 
consequent reduction in mobility due to interaction of ions 
with this neutral during transit of the drift tube. The 
formation of ions by electrons drifting through the buffer 
might be controlled by the application of a blocking pulse 
on the source optics dur~ng and for 1-2 ~s following the 
operation of the electron gun. During the additional 
period electrons would be lost by contact with the source 
extremities but most of the far slower moving ions would 
remain. 
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(vii) Discussion 
The mobilities of several ions containing the -CN 
group have been determined. Derivation of the mobility 
from the slope of a plot of arrival time maxima against 
distance has been demonstrated 'to yield reproducible and 
reliable results using the drift tube described in this 
thesis. For CN+ where this method could not be readily 
applied an alternative technique of matching calculated 
and experimental ATDs by treating the mobility as a 
variable parameter yields results of comparable accuracy. 
The calculated "polarization limits" (Eq.2.21) of 
the mobility for the ions studied is marked along the 
vertical mobility axes. The mobilities of most of the ions 
studied tend to a value close to this limit at low E/N. 
The mobility variation with E/N is in all cases, typical 
of positive ions drifting in helium with a maximum between 
10-40 Td followed by a decrease in mobility with increasing 
E/N. As evident from Table 5.3 at a given E/N or effective 
temperature the mobilities are inversely related to the 
order of mass and size of the ions. 
Table 5.3 Reduced mobilities of ions at 50 Td and l500K 
(cm2v-ls-1 ) 
Ion m/z 26 27 28 38 39 41 52 
K (EjN=50Td) 
0 
19.0 18.0 16.1 15.7 14.6 13.6 13.6 
K (T l500K) 20.5 19.4 
o e 
16.1 15.5 14.0 12.9 12.8 
Marked mobility decreases are seen when the size of an ion 
increases due to additional protons e.g. compare HCN+, 
m/z=27, and H2CN+, m/z=28, or c2H3N+, m/z=4l, which has the 
106. 
+ same mobility as heavier ion c2N2 , m/z=52. That the 
mobility variations with E/N of all ions exhibit such 
predictable behaviour is an indication that a similar type 
of interaction determines the mobility throughout. 
The extension the t-z plot technique to buffers 
other than helium would not necessarily be straightforward. 
+ Rate coefficients for'charge transfer from He are very 
fast due to the large exothermicity involved; with other 
buffers lower rates could result in all ATDs having to be 
analysed by the fitting procedure adopted above for CN+ in 
helium. However, mobilities are much lower in heavier 
buffers than in helium so the total time involved would be 
correspondingly longer. Preliminary investigations of 
ArH+ (produced by reaction of Ar+ with background water) 
in argon showed a very broad arrival time distribution. 
The ion signals were lower in argon and very much smaller 
in neon compared to helium. As was suggested for negative 
ion studies, mobility measurements in these buffers migh~ 
be facilitated by the ability to maintain different gas 
compositions in the ion source and drift regions. 
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CHAPTER 6 
RESULT II: MOBILITIES OF ISOMERIC IONS 
(i) Introduction 
The use of mobility measurements to detect structural 
differences between ions of equal mass and empirical formula 
was mentioned in the previous chapter. It might well be 
expected that each isomeric structure has a characteristic 
mobility; determination of the mobility for an isomer of 
unknown structure could then lead to its identification 
by comparison with the mobilities for isomers of known 
structure. Rearrangements could be inferred from the 
observation of identical mobilities. 
Three main groups of techniques are currently employed 
for the discrimination of isomeric ion structures: collision 
induced dissociation (CID), appearance potential measurements 
and studies of ion-molecule reactions. 
Collision induced dissociation or collisional activation 
(CA) spectra(ll) are recorded using a double focussing mass 
spectrometer with reverse geometry. Ions of chosen m/z are 
selectively transmitted using the magnetic analyser into the 
field free region between analysers. A collision cell 
-4 
maintained at a pressure of ~ 10 'Ibrr of inert buffer gas in this 
region results in ion-neutral collisions in which some of 
the ion kinetic energy is converted into internal energy. 
The resulting ion decomposition products are then identified 
by scanning the electrostatic analyser. The interpretation 
is similar to that developed for unimolecular metastable 
108. 
ion spectra. Normally CID spectra are insensitive to the 
. ( 11) previous internal energy of the mass analysed 1on but 
· · t 1 th (?O) Al th coll 1' onally th1s 1s no a ways e case. so, e 
activated ion may isomerize prior to decomposition. 
Appearance potential measurements(l 2 ) attempt to 
determine the lowest energy for which an ion formation 
process can occur. The heat of formation of the ion may 
then be deduced from thermodynamic considerations. Problems 
with these techniques include the possibility of the ion 
being formed with excess kinetic energy, the need to know 
the heats of formation of all other species involved in the 
ion formation process and lack of monoenergicity where 
ionization is by electron impact. 
Scrutiny of ion-molecule reaction data can provide 
structural information. Isomeric ions may react at different 
rates, produce different product ratios or a selected reaction 
may be thermodynamically unfavourable for some isomers. 
Variation of the internal energy of an ion can produce 
similar changes in reaction parameters however, so inferences 
must be made cautiously. 
Comparison of mobilities of isomeric ions could usefully 
supplement the above techniques. Since the ions are 
"thermalised" to the effective temperature of the drift 
field no· ambiguities arise due to variations in internal 
energy. This method could be most readily applied to a 
flow drift tube apparatus( 4 ) which may be used to study ion-
molecule reactions and to perform mobility measurements. 
Ions produced by selected reactions upstream of the drift 
region could be "mobility analysed" to provide structural 
information. 
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An obvious complication with this proposed technique 
is that mobilities for different isomers may appear the 
same, either fortuitously or because factors influencing 
mobility such as ion size.and charge distribution differ 
insufficiently to provide a mobility difference measurable 
within the resolution of the drift apparatus. To explore 
these possibilities ions from a variety of isomeric organic 
compounds were studied in the drift tube. 
(ii) Mobilities of C + and C 
The drift tube was charged with mixtures of 0.1% propene, 
CH 3-CH=CH 2 , or cyclopropane, CH 2cH 2cH 2 , in helium to a total 
pressure of 0.4 Torr at 293K. Charge transfer from He+ 
produced predominantly ions of m/z=38,39(C3H2+;C3H3+) with 
both precursors and, in addition, m/z=37(C 3H+} with propene. 
Subsequent reaction gave ions of m/z=4l(c 3H5+) and the 
parent ion, m/z=42(C 3H6+), with.both hydrocarbon neutrals. 
Mobilities of C3H6+ and c 3H3+ were determined from the 
slopes of t-z plots. The results are presented in figs.6.l 
and 6.2 respectively, where different symbols indicate the 
corresponding precursor neutrals. No significant differences 
are discernable between the mobilities of the c 3H3+ ions 
from either precursor or of the c 3H6+ ions from either 
• precursor. This is perhaps surprising since the spatial 
properties would differ considerably for ions formed from 
these respective neutrals in the absence of rearrangement. 
A reasonable conclusion would be, therefore, that 
rearrangement does in fact occur during ionization to form 
the linear CH 3-CH=CH 2+ structure for c3H6+ and the cyclic 
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:-;tructurc with c 311 3+ irrespective of the precursor molecule. 
These inferences are supported by a variety of experimental 
and theoretical evidence. 
Appearance potential measurements( 52 ) indicate that 
the linear propene structure for c 3u6+ is approximately 
40 kJmol-l lower in energy than the cyclic structure and 
it has been established from ion-molecule reaction studies 
that these two types of c 3u6+ions can be distinguished on 
the basis of their reactivity with NH 3 f?l) The cyclo-c3u6+ 
ion reacts to produce predominantly CH 3NH 2+ product whereas 
CH 3CHCH 2+ reacts exclusively by proton transfer to form 
+ NH 4 . This method of distinction has been employed in ion 
cyclotron resonance (ICR) studies. (72 , 73 ) Approximately 
60% of the c 3u6+ ions formed from cyclopropane were found 
to have the linear propene structure for electron impact 
ionization above 13eV. (? 2 ) Formation of c 3H6+ from 
cyclopropane by charge transfer reactions produced an 
increasing proportion of CH 3-CH=CH 2+ as the recombination 
energy of the precursor ion was increased. ( 73 ) The barrier 
to isome sation was estimated to be in the range 1.3-1.7eV 
from these results. It is therefore likely that charge 
trans + from He produces mainly the lower energy linear 
CH 3-CH=CH 2+ ion irrespective of the precursor neutral molecule. 
The heat of formation of the c 3u3+ ion produced from a 
range of three and four carbon unsaturated hydrocarbon 
molecules and radicals was determined from appearance 
potentials measured using a monoenergetic ectron source. (74 ) 
A value of 1075±15 kJmol-l ascribed to the cyclopropenyl 
structure (A) was obtained for all precursors except the 
propargyl radical (·CH 2-c=cH) for which a value of 
113. 
-1 . d 1175 kJmol was obta1ne . The ion produced in the latter 
case is believed to retain the propargyl structure (B) 
CH 
IG"" HC CH 
(A) (B) 
which theoretical calculations(?S) estimate to be 130 kJmol-l 
higher in energy than structure (A). The greater stability of 
the cyclopropenyl structure (A) is not unexpected since (A) 
is the simplest case (n=O) of a Ruckel (4n+2) TI-electron 
system. Subsequent work( 76 , 77 ) has demonstrated that the 
propargyl structure (B) may be formed only from 1-iodopropyne 
and propargyl iodide by electron impact close to threshold( 76 ) 
+ or in conjunction with (A) (up to 60% of total c 3H3 ) from 
propargyl chloride and propargyl bromide by charge transfer 
provided the reaction is not too exothermic. <77 ) Therefore, 
the c 3H3+ ion formed from propene by He+ charge transfer 
almost certainly adopts the cyclopropenyl structure (A). 
Ethylene oxide (oxirane, CH 2-cH 2 -o), ethanol (C 2H50H) 
and dimethyl ether (CH 30CH 3 ) were used as trace additives 
to produce ions of m/z=44 and 45 of empirical formula 
c 2H4o+ and c 2H5o+, respectively. Mixtures of 0.1% in helium 
(0.2% for ethanol) were admitted to the drift tube to a 
total pressure of 0.4 Torr at 293K. Ionization and 
subsequent reaction produced a prominent peak at m/z=45 
{C 2H5o+) for all precursor neutrals, corresponding to the 
parent ion minus one H for ethanol and dimethyl ether and 
114. 
the protonated parent ion for ethylene oxide. The signal 
+ at m/z=44 (C 2H4o ) corresponded to the largest peak from 
ethylene oxide (parent ion). 'Ihe m/ 4 peak from ethanol was 
of lower cross-section but still of sufficient intensity 
for mobility measurements. The m/z=44 signal from dimethyl 
ether proved to be too low to afford reliable mobility 
measurements. 
The mobilities of c 2H4o+ ions from both ethylene oxide 
and ethanol are presented in fig.6.3 and a 10-15% difference 
is evident between ions formed from these precursors. The 
data represent the amalgamation of results collected over 
several months using different gas mixtures so the possibility 
of systematic error between measurements for different 
precursors is eliminated. The upper Teff scale applies to 
the ions from ethanol and the lower to those from ethylene 
oxide. Momentum transfer cross sections for each ion are 
displayed in the lower graph calculated as a function of the 
appropriate effective temperature. 
A considerable amount of effort has been employed both 
experimentally and theoretically to determine the structure 
Four structures are presented for 
discussion corresponding to the.molecular ions of vinyl 
alcohol (A) , acetaldehyde (B) and ethylene oxide (C) and 
a C-C ring opened ethylene oxide (D). The first three 
structures have been distinguished as non-interconverting 
0 
/\ + 
CH 2-cH 2 
(c) 
n n, 1) 
l0- 16 cm2 
20 
1 2 3 
3 Teff(lO K) 
4 
Figure 6.3 Mobilities and momentum transfer collision 
integrals for c2H4o+ ions from ethanol and ethylene oxide 
115. 
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species by a col sional.activation study. (7 S) A metastab 
ion study< 79 ) reported the observation of transitions 
correspcinding to decomposi ons of these three isomers and 
suggested that the m/z=44 ion from 1,2-dimethoxyethane 
(cH 3ocH 2cH 20cH 3 ) might be a forth isomer. The heats of 
formation of (A), (B), (C) and (D) were determined by 
appearance potential measurements of a range of carboxy 
compounds using a monoenergetic ion source!BO) The heat 
of formation of the c 2H4o+ ion from ethanol was consistent 
with the vinyl alcohol structure (A). An ion-molecule 
reaction study( 8l) reported reactions of an "activated" 
ethylene oxide ion derived from the ethylene oxide 
molecular ion. Two ICR studies(B 2 , 83 ) both proposed that 
this reactive c 2H4o+ isomer from ethylene oxide is the C-C 
ring opened structure (D). Finally, an ab initio molecular 
orbital study( 84 ) calculated total and relative energies 
of stru~ures (A)-(D) and several other alternative c2H4o+ 
structures. The barrier to conversion of the closed 
ethylene oxide structure (C) to the more stable C-C ring 
opened form (D) was estimated to be 105-120 kJmol- 1 . The 
results of some of these studies are summarised in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1 Experimental and theoretical energies (kJmo 1 ) 
Isomer Experimental . ( 80) Relative ab Energ1es 
llHf Relative initio energy(84) 
A 757 0 0 
B 820 63 52.3 
c 967 209 182.6 
D 858 101 124.9 
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+ 
on thL! busis of the above results the c2H4o isomer from 
ethanol would be expected to exist as the vinyl alcohol 
structure (A) and that from ethylene oxide would be the 
c-c ring opened structure (D) . The exothermicity of the 
+ 1 
reaction of He with ethylene oxide of 1460 kJmo 
calculated as the difference in ionization potentials( 43 ,SO) 
is vastly in excess of the energy estimated for ring opening. 
Structure (D) has also been generated from 1,3-dioxolane, (SO) 
which has a prominent fragment at m/z=44; the measurement 
of mobilities for this ion would therefore be of interest. 
in relation to the above assignment. 
Mobili and momentum transfer collision integrals of 
c2H5o+ ions from both ethanol and dimethyl ether are 
presented in fig.6.4. The upper Teff scale applies to 
ions from ethanol and the lower to ions from dimethyl ether. 
A consistent and reproducible 3-6% difference discernible 
between the mobility data determined for the c2H5o+ ion 
produced from dilute mixtures of ethanol in He and from 
dimethyl ether in He. 
Four possib 
below. Results of 
CH -CH=OH+ 3 
(A) 
+ 
CH 3-0=CH 2 
(C) 
structures for the c 2H5o+ ion are given 
experimental and theoretical(SS) 
investigations are presented in Table 6.2. On the basis of 
18 
16 
14 
Ko 
2 -1 -1 em V s 
12 
10 
Figure 6.4 
3 
Teff (10 K) 
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eff 
Mobilities and momentum transfer collision 
integrals for C2H 5o+ ions from ethanol and dimethyl ether 
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• 
X 
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Table 6.2 
ions (kJmo 
+ Experimental and theoretical energies for c2H50 
l) 
Structure Experimental Energies Calculated Energy 
~H o f Relative Ref. (Relative) 
A 598 0 (86) 0 
B 182 
c 661 63 (87) 
D 707 109 (88) 132 
the above results the protonated acetaldehyde structure (A) 
has been assigned to the c2H5o+ ion derived from ethanol 
and structure (C) is believed to represent the isomer from 
dimethyl ether. The measurement of the mobilities of 
protonated ethylene oxide would be of interest to see if 
the ring structure is preserved and a third set of mobilities 
are obtained.· 
Note that a similar trend in mobilities exists for 
both c2H4o+ and c2H5o+; in both cases the C-0-C structure 
has a higher mon1entum transfer collision integral (Ql,l) 
than c-e-o structure. This may be rationalized by 
recognizing that each terminal carbon atom has at least 
two hydrogen atoms projecting outward from each end whereas 
the~e is only one for a terminal oxygen. Thus the 
magnitude of Q(l,l) merely reflects the spatial volume and 
hence the collision cross section of the ions. 
(iv) Conclusion 
It has been demonstrated that comparison of ion 
mobilities is a viable technique for the discrimination of 
isomeric ion structures. Differences of 5% may readily be 
120. 
observed with the present apparatus. Alternatively, 
evidence may be obtained for suspected rearrangements to give 
equivalent structures. 
The formation of ions by charge transfer from He+ 
with its high exothermicity can result in isomerization of 
product ions to yield only the most thermodynamically stable 
structures. Formation of ion by less energetic processes 
would be expected to provide a means of characterizing a wider 
selection of ion structures. Buffers of lower ionization 
potential or separation of source and drift regions as 
discussed in the conclusion to Chapter 5 would prove useful 
in this respect. 
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APPENDIX A: 
Definitions of Non-S.I. Units 
Quantity Non-SI Unit Definition 
E/N Townsend(Td) lo-2\,m2 
Pressure Torr 133. 3Pa 
Pressure Millibar lOOP a 
Energy Electron volt(eV) 96.5kJmol -1 
Dipole monent Debye (D) 3.33564Xl0-30cm 
MJbility 2 -1 -1 em V s -4 2 -1 -1 10 m V s 
Diffusion coefficient 2 -1 -4 2 -1 ems 10 m s 
Rate coefficient 3 -1 -1 l.66Xl0-18m3rnol-ls-l em molec s 
Mass atomic mass nnit l.6605Xl0-27kg 
APPENDIX Bl LISTINGS OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
PULSE 
J.()() 
:1.1() 
:l :1. ::.:; 
1 :;~ () 
123 
125 
127 
1~50 
1:33 
136 
140 
145 
1 ~50 
1 :':i5 
160 
:L '70 
:1. 7!) 
:I.BO 
185 
20() 
250 
2!55 
270 
300 
3:1.0 
320 
3~50 
360 
3/'0 
;wo 
J<J :L 
400 
•l1() 
~.'iOO 
51.0 
:52() 
~5 ~50 
~5 .. l1. 
~)42 
548 
~) ~'j() 
~)6() 
~566 
~5'70 
580 
60() 
60~:) 
61() 
612 
61.5 
Pa!i.le .t of 3 
RFM INITIALIZE PIAs Pi~58116101•5811BIP2•581201Q2•581221P3•58124tQ3=~~126 
P4=5Bl321Q4•5B1341P5=581361Q5•581381P6=581401P6•58142 
POKEP1t1rOIPOKEP1rOIPOKEP1t1r4 
POKEP2tl,OIPOKEP2rOIPOKEP2t1•4 
POKEP3tlrOIPOKEP3rO:POKEP3tlr4 
POKEP4t1rOIPOKEP4rOIPOKEP4t1r4 
POKEQ1t1rOlPOKEQ1rO:POKEQ1tlr4 
POKEQ2t1rOIPOKEQ2r2551POKEQ2t1,4 
POKEQ3tlrOIPOKEQ3r2551POKEQ3t1,4 
POKEQ4t:l,OIPOKEQ4r2551PDKEQ4t1r4 
POKEQ5tl,OIPOKEQ5,255:POKEQ5t1r4 
DIMISC371),SSC371>1PRINTCHRS<26) 
IIISI\OPENr6r "PULDA'fH ID:£61'\! •ro r02" 
PRINT"** MEASUREMENT OF ARRIVAL TIME DISTRIBUTIONS **•tPRINT 
PRINT~** RUN 1000 to calculate drift tube voltases **":PRINT 
PRINT"TYPE 'D' to recover data from DISK• 
INPUT"SOURCE POSITION Cscale)•;DDSIIFDDS•"D"THEN2000 
DD•VALCDDS>IPRINT 
INPUT"MINIMUM TIME , >•6 us"~MN:IFMN<60RMN>370THEN200 
INPUT•MAXIMUM TIME , <=370 us•~MXtiFMX>370THEN250 
TC:::<MX+~'50)/1E6 
INF"UT"TIME INCREMENT h.Js)"iT 
INPUT"SAMPLE TIME Per POINT Csec>"PCYITT=CY:CY•CY/TC 
CY=INT<CY/256>:IFCY=OTHENPRINT"TOO SHORT•IGOT0300 
IFCY>255THENPRINT"TOO LONG"IGOT0300 
INPUTftNo. of SCANs•;NS:PRINTtFORJ=1TONS 
DISK!*CA 6000=38•1• 
POKE24813,CY IREM S60ED 
EP=24611tlNTC<MX-3.999)/2)1POKEEP,761POKEEP+i•2211POKEEPt2r96 
PRINT"SCAN "PJIPRINT•ARRIVAL ACCUMULATED• 
PRINT"TIME ~us) ION SIGNAL"IPRINT 
FORIIP=MNTDMXSTEPT 
DI=INT<DP/2)1CA=24600tDI 
RESTOREIFORI•CATOCAtBlREADD 
PCH\E I, D: NEXT J 
DATA 140P10v227,234P234r234P141Pi0,227 
REM STY SEJOAPNOPfNOPfNOPiSTA SE30A 
JFDI*2<>DPTHENPOKE24797,2341POKE24602r721GOT0548 
POKE24602,2341POKE24797r72 
PRINTIW;TAlH :L:')); 
DISI'\!"GO 60oo• 
FORI=CATOCAt81POKEI,2341NEXT 
CNT=65536*PEEKCP2>t256*PEEK<P3)tPEEK<P1>1IS<DP>•IS<DP)tCNT 
PRINTISCIIF') 
NEXTDP 
PRINTIPRINTINEXTJ 
DP=DP·-T: T2=2*T 
PRINTt6,MNIPRINTt6,DPtPRINTt6•T 
FORI•MNTDDPSTEPT: PFUNTt6, IS< I): NEXT I 
PRINTI6rDDSIPRINTI6•NSIPRINTt6rTT 
Dif:lKCLDSE,6 
PULSE Pase 2 of 3 
620 SS<MN)=ISCMN>ISS(MN+T>=IS<MN+T> 
630 SSCDP-T>=IS<DP-T>:SS(DP>=ISCDP> 
650 FORI=MN+T2TODP-T2 
131. 
660 SS(J)=C-3*ISCI-T2)t12*1S(l-T)t17*ISCI>+12*IS<ItT>-3*ISCitT2))/35 
670 NEXTI 
700 REM LANGRANGE INTERPOLATION 
710 FORI=MNtT2TODP-T2:IFSS<I>>LSTHENLS=SS<I>IIM=I 
712 NEXTI 
715 DEFFNL4CX>=<CX-IM-T>*<X-IM>*<X-IM+T>*<X-IM+T2>>124*T 
720 DEFFNL3CX>=<CX-IM-T2>*<X-IM>*<X-IM·tT>*<X-IMtT2))/-6*T 
725 DEFFNL2<X>=<CX-1M-T2>*<X-IM-T>*<X-IM+T>*<X-IM+T2>>14*T 
730 DEFFNL1CX)•CCX-1M-T2>*<X-IM-T>*<X-IM>*<X-IM+T2>>1-6*T 
735 DEFFNLO<X>=<<X-IM-T2>*<X-IM-T>*CX-IM>*<X-IM+T>>I24*T 
740 DEFFNLA<X>=FNLO<X>*SS<IM-T2>+FNL1CX>*SSCIM-T>tFNL2<X>*SS<IM> 
745 DEFFNLBCX>=FNLACX>tFNL3C·X>*SSCIM+T>tFNL4CX)*8SCIMtT2) 
750 I=IM-.75*TILM=O 
755 LB=FNLB<I>:IFLB>LMTHENLM=LBti=It.25*TZGOT0755 
757 PRINTCHR$(26)1DISKI"IO ,oJ• 
758 PRINT:PRINT"DRIFT DISTANCE =";10-DD/10t.04f"cm (•iDD$;") 
759 PRINTNSf• BCANCS) WITH ·~TT~· SECOND COUNTING":PRINT 
760 PRINT"Sisnal MAXIMUM after"i<I-.2~*T>••us•:PRINT 
835 PRINT•TIME EXP BIG SMOOTH SIG NORM. SIG" 
840 FORI=MNTODPBTEPTIPRINTIPTABC7)1S<I>PTAB<1B>INTCSS<I>t.5); 
845 PRINTTAB<30)INT<SS(I)/LS*1000t.5>:NEXTI 
850 PRINT:DIBKJ•Io r02• 
900 PRINTIINPUT•GRAPH on PRINTER·~G$1IFG$()•y•THEN999 
910 PRINTI1:FDRI=MNTODPSTEPTlPRINTI1,IPTAB(5tSS(l)/SS<IM>*34)•*•1NEXTI 
999 END 
1000 PRINT:GOSUB310001PRINTI1 
1002 INPUT"ION,BUFFER"~St:PRINTil•"lON ,BUFFER >>•;ss 
1005 INPUT•TEMPERATURE <Celcius)"~TIPRINTilr•TEMP.="fT~·c•p 
1010 T=Tt273&PRINTI1•" (•T"K) 
1020 INPUT"PREBSURE <torr)•iPR:PRINTil,•PRESSURE =•iPR;•roRR• 
1030 INPUT"E/N Td"~EN:PRINTil,"E/N =•;EN~"Td• 
1040 E=EN*96.58*PR/T:PRINTI1,"E ="IEi•V/cm":PRINT•E ="~E~"V/cm• 
1050 PRINTil,•V<RINGS) =";10.5*E 
1060 PRINTI11PRINTI1,"DISTANCE VCTRACKING)• 
1070 FORD=90TOlOSTEP-5:PRINTilrD~(C100-D)/10t.04)*E:NEXT 
1099 END 
2000 PRINTCHRS<26>1REM REREAD DATA FROM DISK 
2005 DISK!~EX D100=39" 
2010 INPUTI6,MN,DPrT:T2=2*T 
2020 FORI•MNTODPSTEPT:INPUT16,ISCI):NEXTI 
2025 INPUT16,DD$rNS,TT 
2030 GOT0620 
9999 END 
PULSE Pase.3 of 3 
31000 REM READ CLOCK SUBROUTINE 
31010 DAg57344:CA=DAt1 
31020 DD=DAt2:CB~DBtl 
31040 Ct=•JANFEBMARAPRMAYJUNJULAUGSEPOC'rNOVDEC~ 
31050 DS="SUNMONTUEWEDTHUFRISAT• 
31060 GOSUB311601FORAD=7T02STEP-1:POKEDArAD 
31070 GOSUB311BO:TCAD>=TltNEXTADtDISKI"IO r03M 
31080 PRINTMID$CD$rTC5>*3-2r3)~· •;MID$CC$rT<7>*3-2r3)1T(6)~• 
31090 IFT<4>>=12THENPM=1 
31100 IFTC4>>=13THENT<4>=TC4)-12 
31110 IFTC4>=0THENTC4)=12 
31120 PRINTTC4)~•t•T(J)•t•T(2);M 1 i 
31130 IFPM•1THENPRINT"PM •:GOT031150 
31140 PRINT•AM • 
31150 PM=O:DISK!•Io r02"1RETURN 
31160 POKECAr58tPOKEDAr311POKECA,62 
31170 POKECBr5BIPOKEDBrO:POKECB,62 
31180 POKEDArADDfPOKECAt541DTA=PEEK<DB>tPOKECA,62 
31190 MS=DTAAND240CMS=<MS/16>*10:LS=DTAAND15:TIME=MStLStRETURN 
• • 
' 
ASSEMBLED SOURCE CODE far PULSE 
10 6000 *= $6000 
~!0 E:30A:::~ P2B=$£30A 
30 E30tl"" CR= $£30B 
40 ()048...: v :.:::: $48 
~:;o t'l\>00 A900 INIT LDA iO 
60 cH>02 f.l('548 STA v 
70 6004 8549 STA V+l 
80 6006 A990 LDA· :l:$90 
90 6()08 8IWAE3 STA P2B 
100 600B A980 LDA :1:$80 
l:LO 600£1 8DOAE3 STA P2B 
120 6010 A2CO LDX :lf$CO 
130 6012 AOOO LilY 40 
140 6014 BEOA£3 PULSE STX P2B 
150 6017 Bl)()A£3 STA F'2B 
160 60DD IILYST *=*+195 
170 60D!I 48 DL YENfl f'HA 
HlO 60DE 68 f'LA 
190 60DF 18 CLC 
200 60£0 A:548 LDA v 
~!10 60f~~? 6901 ADC :1:1 
2:~0 60E4 8548 STA v 
2:30 60£6 A~549 LDA V+i 
240 60£8 6900 AJ)C :t:O 
250 60EA 8549 STA V+1 
260 60EC C9FF CMP :Jl:$FF 
270 60££ F00'5 BEC~ NEXT 
280 60FO A9BO LDA :1:!~80 
2110 60F2 4C1460 JMP PULSE 
300 60F5 A9AO NEXT LDA i$AO 
~HO 60F'7 BDOA£3 STA P2B 
320 60FA A990 LDA :Jl:$90 
330 60FC 8DOAE3 STA P2I« 
340 60FF 60 RTS 
DRIFT Pase 1 of 2 
10 REM ATD Calculation for PRIMARY ions 
1.2 REM 
15 DIMFLUX<50>:PRINTCHR$(26) 
1 L F'R'INTu** CALCULATION OF ARRIVAL TIME DISTRIBUTION **" 
1; PRINT•** FOR DRIFT TUBE **":PRINT 
20 REM ALL CALCULATIONS IN SI UNITS ALTHOUGH 
21 REM INPUTS MAY BE IN COMMONLY USED UNITS 
~!2 REM 
30 Ro~.ooi:REM RAD OF SOURCE APERTURE 
40 AE=8.11E-07tREM AREA OF EXIT<ru2> 
50 F'I=3 .141~'i9 
60 SN=1000:REM INITIAL SURFACE ION DENSITY 
61 INPUT•TEMPERATURE <Celcius)"iTtT=T+273.16 
62 INPUT"TOTAL PRESSURE <Torr)•~PtNT=9.663E18*PIT 
63 INPUT"E/N <Td)";EN 
64 E=EN/1E15*NT:PRINT:PRINT•E =";E/lOO;•v/cru• 
65 INPUT•HIGH OR LOW FIELD CH/L)·~FStiFFt=•L•THEN500 
70 PRINT: INPUT"DRIFT VELOCITY Ccru/s)•~VD:VD=VD/100 
80 INPUT»LONGITUDINAL DIFF. COEFFCcru2/s)";DLtDL=DL/10000 
90 INPUT • Tf~ANSVERSE DI FF • COEFF ( Clll2/s) •; DT: rn·=DT /10000 
100 INPUT"DISTANCE SOURCE-EXIT <clll)"~Z:Z=Z/100 
110 INPUT"REACTION RATE CONSTCclll,ruolecrs)"~KRtiFKR=OTHEN128 
115 INPUT•ORDER of REACTION~;ROtiFR0<>2ANDR0<>3THEN115 
120 INPUT"% REACTANT IN GAS·~NRtNR=NR/lOO*NT 
1.22 IFR0=2THENAL=KR*NRtGOT0126 
1 ::!::; AL=KR*NR*NT 
126 PRINT"COLLISION FREQUENCY =•AL•;s• 
127 F'RINT"AVEf\'AGE LIFETIME =•1/AL"s" 
128 PRINT:INPUT•Calculate TOTAL flux CY/N)•;F$tiFF$= 8 Y"THENGOSUB800 
130 F'RINT:INPUT"START AND FINISH TIMES <us)";TS,TF 
140 INPUT".flME INCREMENT <us)•;IN 
141 IF<TF-TS>IIN<=45THEN145 
142 PRINT"TOO MANY STEPS•:GOT0140 
145 TS=TS/1E6tTF=TF/1E6:IN=IN/1E6 
149 I:::;o:sz:=o 
150 T=TStl*IN:IFT>TFTHEN230 
1.55 1=1+1 
200 GOSUB700:FLUX<I>=FLUX 
210 PRINTT*1E6rFLUX<I> 
215 SZ=SZtFLUX<I> 
220 GOTCH ~'iO 
230 PRINT:PRINT"TOTAL FLUX =·~sZ*INtPRINT 
235 PRINT"Hit RETURN to continue• 
240 IFPEEKC57100><>246THEN240 
300 REM GRAPH ROUTINE 
310 PRINTCHR$(.26) 
3~!0 FOI~SL=~:i:3~.!48Hi::)~)1 04STEF'64: POI\ESL, 1 ~)6: NEXT 
325 POKE55168r169 
134. 
DRIFT Pass 2 of 2 
330 FORSL=55169T0552151POKESL,154:NEXT 
350 FMAX~O 
360 FORJ=1TOI:IFFLUX<J><FMAXTHEN370 
365 FMAX=FLUXCJ>:JMAX•J 
370 NEXT 
380 FORJa1TOI 
390 POKE5516BtJ-64*CINTCFL<J)/FMAX*30>>r42lNEXT 
410 REM FIND MAX BY BISECTION 
415 S=11T=TStCJMAX-2>*INIGOSUB7001FA=FLUX:T=TtiN:GOSUB7001FB=FLUX 
420 DF=FB-FAIIFABS<DF>IABSCFB><1E-BTHEN445 
430 IFDF>OTHENFA=FBIT•T+B*INIGOSUB7001FB=FLUXIGOT0420 
135. 
435 S=-SIFB=FAIIN=IN/21T=Tt8*IN:GOSUB7001FA=FLUXtT=T+S*INlGOT0420 
445 PRINTCHR5<26)1PRINT•MAXIMUM AFTER"ilNT<<Tt5E-10>*1E9)/1E3••usec• 
450 PRINTIINPUT"RERUN NEW DISTANCE or TIMES·~T$ 
455 IFT$="Y"THEN128 
460 INPUT"OUTPUT TO PRINTER"iP$ 
465 IFP5<>•v•THEN999 
470 PRINTil,"TIME (US)•,•siGNAL" 
475 FORJ=lTOIIFLUX<J>=FLCJ)/FL<JMAX>*lOOO 
480 PRINT11,INTCTS*lE6tCJ-1)*IN*1E6t.0001),FLCJ) 
481 NEXTJ 
482 IFFS<>"L•THEN490 
483 PRINTtlr"Z ="iZ*lOO~"CM•,•p ="JPiRTORR" 
484 PRINTilr"E ="~E/lOOi•V/CM",•E/N ="iEN~·TD" 
486 PRINTil•"KO =";KO*lOOOO-·CM2/VS••• D =·~DL*10000~"CM2/S• 
488 PRINTiir•NORMALISATION FACTOR= ·~FMAX 
490 GOT0999 
500 REM ~ 
501 REM CALC. DO FROM EINSTIEN EO. 
510 PRINT:INPUT"REDUCED MOBILITY Ccm2/Vs)•iKO%KO=K0/10000 
550 KP=KO*T/273.16*760/P 
560 DO=KP*T*B.6179BE-51VD=KP*E 
561 INPUT•MASS of ION ,BUFFER (amu>•;MirMB:PRINT 
562 DL=DO+<MBt3.72*Ml)/(3*CMB+1.90B*MI>>*MB*1•036E-B*VD~3/E 
565 DT•DO+<MBtMI>IC3*<MBt1.908*MI>>*MB*1•036E-8*VD-3/E 
582 PRINT~DRIFT VELOCITY =•;vD*lOOi•cm/s• 
583 PRINT"LONG. DIFF. COEFF, ~"iDL*10000~•cm2/s" 
585 PRINT•TRANS. DIFF. COEFF. =·~DT*10000~"cm2/s":PRINT 
590 GOT0100 
700 AD=EXP<-<Z-VD*T>~2/C4*DL*T>> 
710 RD=1-EXPC-RO*RO/C4*DT*T>> 
720 RL=EXP(-ALPHA*T)/(4*80R(PI*DL*T>>*<VD+ZIT> 
730 FLUX•BN*AE*AD*RD*RL 
740 RETURN 
BOO REM CALCULATE TOTAL FLUX 
802 EF=SURCVD*VD/C4*DL>+AL> 
803 EG=SDR<Z*Z/C4*DL>tRO*R0/(4*DT)) 
804 EC•<Z*VD)/(2*DL> 
805 TZ=<2*BURCDL>+VD/EF>*EXPC-Z/SQRCDL>*EFtEC> 
806 TZ=TZ-CZ/EGtVD/EF>*EXP<-2*EG*EFtEC) 
807 TZ=TZ*SN*AE/(4*SQRCDL)) 
808 PRINT:PRINT"TOTAL ION FLUX =·~TZtRETURN 
999 END 
:OFUFT2 
10 REM ATD calculation for SECONDARY ions 
12 RE/1 
15 DIMFLUXC50>fPRINTCHRS<26) 
16 PRINT 8 ** CALCULATION OF ARRIVAL TIME DISTRIBUTION 
17 PRINT•** FOR DRIFT TUBE 
~.\0 HEM ALL CALCULATHlNS IN SI UNITS ALTHOUGH 
21 REM INPUTS MAY BE IN COMMONLY USED. UNITS 
'')''> Rf.'M i~ R~•.002:R2=RO*RO:REM RAD OF SOURCE APERTURE 
40 AE~B.11E-07lREM AREA OF EXIT<m2) 
~';() f'1=3 .14:l!;'j9 
60 SS=lOOO:REM INITIAL SURFACE ION DENSITY 
61 INPUT"TEMPERATURE (Celcius)•~TtT=Tt273.16 
62 INPUT•TOTAL PRESSURE CTorr)•~PINT=9.663ElB*P/T 
63 INPUT"E/N CTd>-~EN 
64 E•EN/1E15*NT:PRINTIPRINT•E ··~E/100;-v/cm• 
**" 
**":PRINT 
65 INPUT•DRIFT VELOCITY OR MOBILITY CV/M)•iFS:IFF$=•M•THEN500 
70 PRINT: INPUT•DRIFT VELOCITY A (cm/s)~~vA:VA•VA/100 
72 INPUT 0 LONGITUDINAL DIFF. COEFF A (cm2/s)•;LA:LA=LA/10000 
'74 INPUT • TRANSVERSE DIFF • COE:FF A< cm2/s) "r TA: TA::::TA/ 10000 
BO PRINT: INPUT"DRIFT VELOCITY B (cm/s)"~VBtVB=VB/100 
82 INF'UT"LONGITUDINAL DIFF, COEFF B <cm2/s)•;LB:LB=LB/10000 
84 INPUT"TRANSVERSE DIFF.COEFF BCcm2/s)•~TBlTB=TB/10000 
9() PRINT 
1 ()() REM 
110 PRINT:INPUT"REACTION RATE A-B (cmrmolec,s)•;Kl:IFK1=0THEN13B 
115 INPUT"ORDER of REACTION";Ro:IFR0<>2ANDR0<>3THEN11S 
120 INPUT•z REACTANT IN GAS·~NR:NR~NR/lOO*NT 
122 IFR0=2THE!'NAA=K1*NR:GOT0126 
125 AA=I\1 *NI=\:*NT 
126 PRINTIPRINT•REACTIVE COLLISION FREQ. A =•AA•fs• 
127 PRINT•AVERAGE LIFETIME A=•1/AA*1E6•us• 
130 PRINTIINPUJ•REACTION RATE B-T <cmrmolec,s)•~K21IFK2=0THEN13B 
131 INPUT•ORDER of REACTION•fROIIFR0<>2ANDR0<>3THEN131 
132 1FR0=2THENAB=K2*NRIGOT0134 
1 ~~3 AB:::K2*NR*NT 
134 PRINTIPRINT•REACTIVE COLLISION FREQ. B =•A&•/s• 
135 PRINT"AVERAGE LIFETIME B••1/AB*1E6•us• 
138 PRINTIPRINTIINPUT•DISTANCE SOURCE-EXITCcm)•;z:z=Z/100 
139 PRINTIINPUT•START AND FINISH TIMES <us>•iTS,TF 
140 lNPUT"TIME INCREMENT Cus>"~IN 
141 IF<TF-TS)/IN<=45THEN145 
142 PRINT"TOO MANY STEPS•:GOT0140 
145 TS=TS/1E61TF=TF/1E6:IN•IN/1E6 
149 I :::o(): SZ=O 
150 T=TB+I*INIIFT>TFTHEN230 
1~i5 I::::It1 
200 GOSUB700tFLUX<I>=FLUX 
210 PRINTT*1E6,FLUX<I> 
215 SZ=SZ+FLUXCI) 
~;!:;!() GOT D 1 !:)0 
230 PRINTIPRINT"TOTAL ION SIGNAL =1 ISZ*INIPRINT 
1:36. 
Df~.IFT2 
::!3~.) PRINT"H:it RETUI:;;N to continue• 
240 IFPEEKC57100><>246THEN240 
300 REM GRAPH ROUTINE . 
310 PRINTCHR$(26) 
320 FfJRSL=53248T05::'i:1.04STEF'64: POKESL, 156 t NEXT 
325 POKE55168r169 
330 FORSL=55169T055215:POKESLr154:NEXT 
:·5~!i() FMAX=O 
360 FORJ=1TOitiFFLUX<J><FMAXTHEN370 
365 FMAX=FLUX<J>:JMAX=J 
370 NEXT 
~~80 FOI:;;J=i TOI 
390 POKE55168tJ-64*<INT<FL(J)/FMAX*30)),42:NEXT 
400 IFPEEKC5'7100><>246THEN400 . 
410 PRINTCHR$C26>:INPUT"FIND PRECISE MAXIMUM"~Mt:IFMS<>aY"THEN460 
415 S=1:T~TS+<JMAX-2>*IN:GOSUB700:FA=FLUX:T=TtiN:GOSUB700:FB~FLUX 
420 DF=FB-FA:PRINT"."f!IFABSCDF)/ABS<FB><1E-8THEN445 
430 IFDF>OTHENFA=FB:T=T+S*IN!GOSUB700:FB=FLUX!GOT0420 
435 S=-S:FB=FA:IN=IN/2:T=T+S*IN:GOSUB700!FA=FLUX:T=T+S*IN:GOT0420 
445 PRINT:PRINT"MAXIMUM AFTER"~INT<T*1E9)/1E3~"usec"!PRINT 
460 INPUT"OUTPUT TO PRINTER"~P$ 
465 IFPS<>•Y•THEN482 
470 PR:CNT:fl:l,"TIME CUS>"r"SIGNAL• 
472 FJ=FLUX<JMAX> 
475 FORJ=lTOI!FLUX<J>=FL(J)/FJ*~OOO 
480 PRINT:fi:1,INT<TS*1E6t(J-1>*IN~1E6t.0001>rFL<J>!NEXTJ 
482 INPUT"GRAPH ON PRINTER"~G$!IFGS<>"Y 9 THEN488 
483 FJ=FLCJM) 
484 FORJ=1TOI:FL=INT<FL(J)/FJ*32t7) 
485 PRINTt1riNT<TS*1E6t<J-1)*IN*lE6t.0001>~TAB<FL>~·*•:NEXTJ 
488 INPUT"RERUN NEW DISTANCE or TIMES"~T$ 
48 11 IFT$="Y"THEN138 
490 GOTD999 
500 REM Calculation of drift velocities and diffusion coefficients 
510 PRINT!INPUT"REDUCED MOBILITY ION A (cm2/Vs)"~KA!KA=KA/10000 
550 KP=KA*T/273.16*760/P 
560 DO=KP*l*8.61798E-5tVA=KP*E 
561 INPUT"MASS of ION A• BUFFER Camu)•~MArMG:PRINT 
562 LA=DOtCMGt3.72*MA)/(3*<MGt1.908*MA>>*MG*1•036E-8*VA~3/E 
565 TA=DOtCMGtMA)/C3*CMGt1.908*MA>>*MG*1•036E-8*VA-3/E 
582 PRINT" DRIFT VELOCITY A=" ;vA*:I.oo; 0 cm/sM 
583 PRINT"LONG. DIFF. COEFF. A=";LA*1000o;•cm2/s• 
585 PRINT"TRANS. DIFF. COEFF. A="~TA*10000i"cm2/s• 
610 PRIN·r:INPUT"REDUCED MOBILITY ION B <cm2/Vs)•~KBtKB=KB/10000 
650 KP=KB*T/273.16*760/P 
660 DO=KP*T*8.61798E-5tVB=KF'*E 
661 INPIJT"MASS of ION .E1 <amu)"iMBtPRINT 
662 LB=DOt<MGt3.'72*M.EI)/(3*<MG+1.908*MB>>*MG*1•036E-8*VB~3/E 
665 TB=DOtCMGtMB)/(3*<MGt1.908*MB>>*MG*1.036E-8*VBM3/E 
682 PRINT"DRIFT VELOCITY B=•;vB*lOOi"cm/s• 
683 PRINT"LONG. DIFF. COEFF. B=";LB*10000;•cm2/s" 
685 PRINT"TRANS. DIFF. COEFF. B="iTB*10000i"cm2/s•:pRINT 690 GOT0100 
13'7. 
DRIFT2 
699 REM Numerical irrtesration usiss SimPson's rule 
700 NZ=2*INTCT*2.5E5)t20:H•T/NZISN=O 
705 U=OIGOSUB750:SN•SN+DU 
708 U•TIGOSUB7501SN=SN+DU 
710 FOR.I=2TONZ-2STEP2:U=J*H:GOBUB750:SN=SN+2*DUINEXTJ 
715 FORJ=1TDNZ-1STEP2:U•J*H:GOBUB7501SN=SN+4*DUINEXTJ 
720 FLUXaSS*AA*AE*HI3*SN:RETURN 
750 A•4*TA*T-4*<TA-TB>*U 
752 B=4*LA*T-4*<LA-LB>*U 
754 C=VA*T-<VA-VB)*U:ZC=Z-C 
756 D•AA*T-CAA-AB>*U 
138. 
760 DU=1/SUR<PI*B>*<1-EXP<-R21A>>*<2*LB*<ZC>IBtVB>*EXP(-D-<ZC>*<ZC>IB> 
770 RETURN 
999 END 
